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FACULTY SENATE MEETING - May 20, 1992

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

Charles McGehee
Sue Tirotta

Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.

ROLL CALL

Senators:

Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Douglas, Duncan,
Kint>all, Perkins, Stein and Yu.
Dina Nelson, KrysLynn Kosoll, David Anderson, John V1f1an, Barbara Knudsen,
Frank Carlson, Christopher Young, David Hess, Lewis Clark, Gerald Stacy, Don
Cumnings, Bill Swain, Stephen H1nthorne, Anne De1V11an and Connie Roberts.

CHANGES TO AGEll>A

-Page 2, 1993-94, 1994-95 Quarterly Calendar --- Winter Quarter 1994-95: change "Advising and
Orientation of New Students" from January 2 to January 3; change "Registration" from January
2 to January 3: change "Classes begin" from January 3 to January 4; change "Change of Class
Schedule Period" from January 3-9 to January 4-10: change "Days of Instruction" from 52 to 51.
-Page 5, withdraw Motion #6: proposed change to Curriculum Planning and Procedures guide.
-Page 6, Curriculum Comnittee, item 4.b. --- strike through all of paragraph 2 [from "The three
councils ••• " through "•••to the University Curriculum Comnittee."]
-Page 10, Faculty Senate Bylaws, line #6 of Mentership paragraph --- change no less than to
no fewer11than; line #8 -- - change "five (5) faculty menmers" to "five (5) or more faculty
men£ers.
-Chair's Report: add item on TIAA-CREF cashability.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
April 29, 1992 minutes not yet distributed.
COfll.lN I CATIONS

-4/28/92 memo from Connie Roberts, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, regarding draft NASC Policy
Statement on Faculty Evaluation; referred to Senate Executive Comnittee.
-4/30/92 memo and 5/11/92 memo from Ray Riznyk, Associate Dean of Graduate Studies and
Research, regarding Faculty Research Comnittee; referred to Executive Comnittee.
-5/4/92 memo from Barry Donahue, Cofl1)uter Science, resigning from Professional and Retraining
Leave Comnittee, effective Fall 1992; referred to Executive Comnittee.
-5/11/92 letter from Don Schliesman, Provost, requesting review of grade distribution: referred
to Executive Comnittee.
-5/13/92 memo from Connie Roberts, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, regarding motions from
General Education Comnittee: see Academic Affairs Comnittee report (below).

REPORTS

1.

CHAIR
:rfiii'Tr McGehee distributed a Retirement and Insurance Conmittee proposal that was
brought to the May 14, 1992 meeting of the President's Advisory Council: "It is
reconmended that the C.W.U. retirement rules and regulations for faculty and
administrative exefl1)t e�loyees be amended to permit at retirement or termination,
withdrawal of cash in an amount up to the efl1)loyee's contribution amount (i.e., 50%
of the total acculllllation) if they are in an annuity investment that can be cashed out
by TIAA/CREF rules. In addition to participants who retire or terminate in the
future, this change would apply to participants who will have retired or terminated
before the plan amendments become effective, and who have acculllllations that have not
yet been annuitized. Benefits attributable to efl1)loyer contributions would be payable
to participants only as annuity income for at least the participant's lifetime. All
elections would require the written consent of the efl1)1oyee's spouse, if any." The
proposal will be presented to the Board of Trustees on June 12, 1992.
* * * * * * *
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CHAIR. continued

t111JTIOM NO. 2840 [tabled 4/29/92) Approval of 1993-94 and 1994-95 Quarterly Calendars:

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY--QUARTERLY CALENDAR

FALL QUARTER

1993-94

1994-95

Date admissions process for Fall Quarter should be
C0111>leted

May 1

Registration

September 20, 21

Seotent>er 19, 20

Change of Class Schedule Period

September 22-28

September 21-27

Advising and orientation of new students
Classes begin

Seotent>er 20

Septent>er 22

Uncontested Withdrawal Deadline

Novent>er 5

Veterans Day Holiday

Novent>er 11

Advising Week

Pre-registration for Winter Quarter

Thanksgiving Recess (begins Noon Wednesday)

DAYS OF INS1RUCTION

Septent>er 21

November 4

October 31-Novent>er 4

Novenber 8-19

Novent>er 7-18

November 11

Novent>er 23, 24, 25

December 6-10

Decenber 5-9

1993-94

1994-95

54.5

WINTER QUARTER

September 19

Novent>er 1-5

Novent>er 24, 25, 26

Final Exam Week

May 1

54.5

Date admissions process for Winter Quarter should
be COJll)leted

October 1

October 1

Registration

January 3

January 3

Advising and orientation of new students
Classes begin

January 3
January 4

Change of Class Schedule'Period

January 4-10

Martin Luther Kings Jr's. Day Holiday

Uncontested Withdrawal Deadline

Presidents' Day Holiday

February 14-18

February 13-17

February 22-March 4

Final Exam Week

March 14-18

DAYS OF INS1RUCTION

52

-2-

January 4-10

January 16

February 21

Pre-registration for Sprina Quarter

January 4

January 17

February 11

Advising Week

January 3

February 10
February 20

February 21-March 3
March 13-17
51
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CHAIR, continued

SPRING QUARTER

1993-94

1994-95

Date admissions process for Spring Quarter should
be coq:>leted

February 1

February 1

Reaistration

March 28

March 27

Advising and orientation of new students

March 28

March 29

Classes begin

March 29-April 4

Chanae of Class Schedule Period

March 27
March 28

March 28-Apri 1

Uncontested Withdrawal Deadline

May 6

May 5

Pre-Registration for Sumner Session

May 2-27

May 1-26

Mav 30

Mav 29

May 9-13

Advising Week

May 16-27

Pre-registration for Fall Quarter
Meroorial Dav Holiday

June 6-10

Final Exam Week

June 11

Comnencement

DAYS OF INS1RUCTION

53

SINIER QUARTER

1993-94

May 8-12

May 15-26
June 5-9

June 10

53
1994-95

Date admissions process for Sumner Quarter should
be completed

June 1

June 1

Classes begin (First and Full Sessions)

June 20

June 19

Reaistration (First, Second, Full and 6 Weeks)

June 20
June 21-22

Change of Class Schedule Period

Classes beain (Six Week Session)

June 19

June 20-21

June 27

June 26

First Term Closes

July 20

July 19

Classes Begin (Second Term)

July 21

July 4

Independence Day Holiday

Registration (Second Term Only)
Change of Class Schedule Deadline (Second Term)

Six Week Session Closes

July 20

Julv 22

July 21

August 19

Second and Full Terms Close

July 4

July 21

Auaust 5

3

July 20

August 4

August 18

*M>TION NO. 2846 Owen Pratz moved and Tom Thelen seconded a motion to delay the
start of 1993-94 and 1994-95 Fall quarter classes by one week [1993-94 date classes
begin changes from September 22 to September 29: 1994-95 from September 21 to
September 28].
Information was presented regarding the dates Fall classes begin at other
Washington universities/colleges: the cost of Football Caq:> [$7,000-$8,000/week]:
the aroount of energy savings realized by closing buildings during Winter break; the
class start dates at Central during the past 10 years: and student wishes regarding
Fall quarter start dates and length of Winter break.
Senator Chip Sinmons eq:>hasized that students, via the Organizational (nee
Club) Senate, have shown overwhelming support for retaining the calendar as
originally presented. He stated that the Organizational Senate represents 70 clubs
and about 2000 students.
-3-
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CHAIR, continued

Senator Tom Thelen, Biology, stated that the Biology Department supports
the motion to delay the start of Fall quarter, partly because of the discomfort for
faculty and students of holding classes in Dean Hall without air-conditioning
during late sunmer, but also to allow students an extra week of sunmer employment.

Senato'r Teresa Martin, English, questioned how a delay .in Fall classes
would affect the "Septerrber (pre-autumn) Experience• program. Robert Bentley,
Geology, stated that a delay in the calendar would adversely affect the "Septerrber
Experience"· Geology Field Program and curtail the Mojave Desert geology trip.
Senator Andrea Bowman, Education, added that the original calendar proposed would
prov Ide the opti�m dates to accol!IOOdate "Septentler Experience,• and a later Fa11
start would complicate assignment of student teachers by necessitating delayed
entry into classrooms. Senator Eric Roth, Music, opposed the 100t1on to delay Fall
quarter and shorten Winter break, as this would compress the work time for Music
Department faculty between Finals Week and the Christmas holiday. Senator Vince
Nethery, Physical Education, opposed MOTION NO. 2846 on the grounds that students
would pay the price for Football camps through their Services and Activities fees.
Eric Peter, ASCWU/BOD President, conmented that the majority of schools start at
the same time, and students would not be as competitive with other workers during
the Winter break hiring period if the break were abbreviated by one week.
Senator Jim Ponzetti, Home Economics, asked if the total nurrber of class
days/quarter were mandated by law. Provost Don Schliesman replied that there is no
law, policy or regulation concerning nurrber of class days per quarter, although the
Higher Education Coordinating (HEC) Board has in the past made studies and
comparisons of the nuntler of instructional days per quarter/semester at various
institutions: the Provost strongly encouraged retaining as many days of instruction
as possible.
Vote was held on ll>TION NO. 2846. Motion failed (9 yes, 19 no).

2.

Vote was held on NOTION NO. 2840. Motion passed.
PROVOST

Don Schliesman, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, thanked
faculty for atte.nding the May 19 meeting regarding the 1992-93 university budget.
The Provost reported that Ken Gaioon, Math, has been elected 1992-94 Chair
of the Council of Faculty Representatives (CFR), and President Nelson has received
a request from Or. Gamon for funding of 50% released time plus some additional
support. Since the Senate Chair receives 50% released time during his/her term of
service, and the Faculty Legislative Representative (FLR) receives 50% released
time during the legislative session, the President ha.s stated that "he doesn't
believe that we should release three people next year from teaching duties to be
engaged in those things. He fully supports the release of a faculty member half
time to serve as Senate Chair. In terms of legislative liaison work, he believes
that the best we can do is to support the release of one person half time for the
year.• Provost Schliesman stated that he agrees with the President because it is
difficult to defend freezing faculty hiring and then releasing faculty to do
legislative lobbying and coordinate interinstitutional activities. The Provost
reported that the President would like to know the Senate's preference for one or
the other of the released-time positions: FLR or CFR Chair.
Senator Ed Golden, Business Administration, suggested that the available
budget of $10,000 be split between the tw,o positions and added th·at the position of
CFR Chair is prestigious and should be supported. Connie Roberts, Dean of
Undergraduate Studies, asked how ruch released time the FLR receives: Chair McGehee
replied that the original FLR plan requests 50% released time during Winter quarter
and 33% released time during Spring quarter, though more time may be required
during years in which a biennial budget is considered. Senator Jim Ponzetti, Home
Economics, recoinnended support of both positions and asked what other legislative
representation Central has besides the FLR and what type of faculty legislative
representation is supported by comparable state institutions. Provost Schliesman
replied that the President and other university legislative representatives speak
for Central's faculty, but there is no other exclusive voice of the faculty. Chair
McGehee added ttiat the host institution has traditionally provided released time
for its resident CFR Chair, and the Council of Presidents (COP) office provides
travel monies for 20 trips/year. Senator Ken Hanrnond, Geography, suggested that
perhaps one of the reasons the university is suffering financial straits is due to
inadequate representation in the past. Chair McGehee reminded the.Senate that the
original purpose of the FLR was to represent not only narrowly defined faculty
views but the entire institution from a faculty perspective, and legislators like
that very much. Senator Erlice Killorn, Physical Education, reported that two
years ago the CFR asked for full COP support and was denied except for the
provision of some travel monies and the agreement amongst the Presidents that
-4-
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PROVOST, continued

released time and additional support would be provided by each institution when it
hosted the CFR Chair. The Provost concluded that the Faculty Senate supports both
the CFR Chair and FLR positions if their service can be achieved within the limited
budget allowed.
Provost Schliesman stated that the staff of the Higher Education
Coordinating (HEC) Board has published two draft papers: "Promoting Undergraduate
Excellence" and "Expanding Educational Partnerships," The paper on "Expanding
Educational Partnerships" reconmends that the HEC Board • ••• direct each higher
education institution to develop a plan for requiring comrunity service of all of
its students as a condition for graduation." The paper on "Promoting Undergraduate
Excellence" reconmends under Faculty Outcomes ".•.the ability of faculty to teach
well and continuously improve their teaching; ability to adjust teaching style to
different student learning styles; ability to be student-centered in approach and
responsible to the individual student; ability to incorporate the seven principles
of good practice; ability to revise curricula to be up to date and relevant." He
pointed out that these faculty quality indicators place no emphasis on faculty
research, publication and credentials. Additional HEC Board staff reconmendations
would require university-wide policy review; propose changes to the faculty reward
structure, with more emphasis being placed on the teaching responsibilities of
faculty and less on research and publication; require institutions to define and
specify the role of assessment in undergraduate education; and mandate production
of a plan for faculty professional development. The Provost stated that he has
recently been in contact with other Provosts and Terry Teale, the Executive
Director of COP, and significant revision of the draft papers is anticipated.
Senator Ken Hamnond added that the papers are unclear on many issues, such as how
faculty can adjust their teaching styles to individual student learning styles.
Draft HECB papers are available for review in all Deans' offices.

3.

BOOKSTORE MANAGER
Chair McGehee introduced the new Director of the University Store, David
Hess. Mr. Hess reported that the Bookstore has been without a Director since David
MacAuley left in June 1991. Mr. Hess added that he has nine years experience in
the book industry and began work at Central on February 1, 1992. He has spent his
first few months at the Bookstore in meeting with all department chairs and doing
an internal and external assessment. Although all directions for change are not
yet clear, one of the key goals of Auxiliary Services is to improve the general
tradebook department. All tradebook subject categories have been thoroughly
evaluated and a preliminary plan has been put in place, with llkJCh work expected
during Sumner 1992. Surveys were recently distributed to the University conrnunity,
and the results will be used to shape the future of the University Store.
Mr. Hess stated that he is working with Textbook Manager Lewis Clark, and
there are no large scale changes are in mind for the textbook department at this
time. He briefly surrrnarized textbook services, including express delivery service,
computerized textbook networks, text deadline letters to faculty, on-campus text
publication and the successful textbook buy-back program.

4.

CODE COlltIITEE

*NOTIOft NO. 2844 (tabled 4/29/92) Owen Pratz moved approval of Faculty Code
changes [to sections 3.15, 3.25, 7.25, 9.92, 15.20 and 15.30].

Owen Pratz noted that changes to Faculty Code sections 7.25, 15.20 and 15.30 are to
be removed from consideration, lacking administrative support, and reconmended that
remaining Code proposals be voted on by section. There was no objection.
*NOTIOft NO. 2847 Owen Pratz moved changes to Faculty Code section 9.92 as follows:

I

9.92

I

[EDITORIAL CHANGE -- removal of sexist language]
Phased Retirement for Faculty
G.

J

LEAVE AND RETIREMENT

The phased-retiree shall be required to meet all the obligations
of classroom teaching, including holding office hours, but .ba
shall not be required to perform other duties such as research,
public service, service on departmental and other university
committees and acceptance of special assignment. A phased-retiree
may serve on university committees according to section 9.95B.10.

ll>TION NO. 2847 passed.
-5-
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continued

-MOTION NO. 2848 Qwen Pratz moved change to Faculty Co� sections 3.15 and 3.25 as
follows:

i

FACULTY SENATE

Faculty Senate - Mermiership

A.

The Faculty Senate shall
1.

b.

RATIONALE:

coll'f)rised-Qf.:

the following voting mermiers selected from faculty who have no
part-time or full-time administrative duties. For the purposes of
this section, department chairs are not administrators: [BT Motion
5932, 9/20/85]
a.

2.

l;ia

I

c.

One senator and an alternate elected from each academic
department and from eac;II of tile follo·�1Rg· library faculty
aRd c;ombiRed lllimber,bip of tile CouR,eliRg iRd Te,tiRg
5er,rite&:

At large Additional senators, allocated to departments as
s�ecified in the Facul� Senate· bylaws, each with an
a ternate, equal in nu er to one-fourth (1/4) of all
departments and faculty units represented on the Faculty
Senate and rounded to the nearest whole nurmier;

Three (3) full-time students, elected by the student body.

The president of the university, ex officio (non-voting}.

9/25/90 memo from Wells Mclnelly, Student Health and Counseling, requesting
that Counseling be relf()ved from Faculty Senate as "department" now exists
as a one-member entity; of those originally ranked and tenured in the
department, only three remain: one is an administrator and one teaches
full-time for the Psychology Department and is paid from that budget.
* * * *
1t

3.25

[NEW SECTION]

Conmittees
A.

.§.:_

The Faculty Senate shall establish th� following standing conmittees, with
powers and duties as described;
{3.25, A, 1-5, remain unchanged}

The Faculty Senate Public Affairs Corrmittee shall be concerned with matters
relating to develo�ing and expressing faculty Positions for presentation by
authorized univers1ty representatives before the State Legislature Congress
and other legislative bodiesI as we11 as other bodiesI public an d private1
which affect facult interests and welfare. It shall advise the Facult
e is at1ve e resentat1ve s ascerta n an art1cu ate acu t os1tions on
issues, act as iaison with t e Director o Legislative Relations, and do
other such similar things as may be requested by or approved by the Senate
Executive Conmittee.

Se<ltions IV.B.1. and 2. of the Senate Bylaws notwithstanding, the
membership of the Public Affairs Corrmittee will be the Vice-Chair of
the Faculty SenateI the Faculty Leg Is la,tIve Representat Ive, two
members of the Council of Faculty Representatives, and one or more
additional faculty members. The Vice-Chair of the Faculty Senate
shall chair the conmittee.

NOTION NO. 2848 passed.
* * * * * * * * * *

Owen Pratz reported that it is the Code Conmittee's understanding that SuRlllE!r
Session is departing from progranmatic support and becoming more entrepreneurial in
nature. The Code Conmittee strongly reconmends "that the university make every effort
to return Surnner Session back in the direction of a fourth full quarter rather than
going toward a 'special' quarter that has little or no relationship to the temainder
of the academic year."
-6-
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CIIUUCULIII C<NIITIH

...,TION NO. 2833 (tabled 2/26/92) UCC Page 1152, Course Addition, SOC 464; and UCC
Page 1155, Course Changes/Additions with the following changes:
� TH 269.1, 269.2, 269.3 Basic Acting Te,l:IAiquai; (W 3 3 3)
� Tif 369.1, 369.2, 369.3 Intermediate Acting Te,bRiqua, � �
� TH 469.1, 469.2, 469.3 Advanced Acting (4,4,4)
Calvin Willberg stated that Jack Dugan, Sociology, canvassed other departments
(Psychology, Math) for their position on the question of duplication of statistical
methods courses and found that SOC 464 presents no significant duplication. He also
noted that UCC Page 1155 was tabled pending receipt of a consistent program change for
the Theatre Arts major. During the intervening period, additional program changes
were made which required further changes to UCC Page 1155.
NOTION NO. 2833 passed.

* * * * * * * * * *

-..,TION NO. 2849 Approve University Curriculum Committee Pages 1159-1166 with
following change:
UCC Page 1166, Course Addition, change title from� 593 to BOT 593.

NOTION NO. 2849 passed.

* * * * * * * * * *

-NOTION NO. 2850 Calvin Willberg moved changing the Curriculum Planning and
Procedures guide (page 11), as follows:
9.a.

Credit allocation to courses
Activity cours·es, laboratory courses, workshops, practica, field
experience: A minill'llm of 20 class hours (16 clock hours) and 10
hours of related work for each credit.
Courses with the FNST prefix are those where the student, enrolled
in Internat ional Study Abroad ProgramsI receives credit from a
foreign university or accredited institutions for classes taken.
Credit to be given in the Foreign Lan�uages department depends upon
the evaluation made by the office of nternational Programs.
These courses may be allowed variable credit in their catalog
listing.

NOTION NO. 2850 passed.

* * * * * * * * * *

'*MOTION NO. 2851 Calvin Willberg moved approval of UCC Page 1158, Course Additions,
FNST 111, 112, 113, 211, 212, 213, 311, 312, 411, 412, 310, 413.
RATIONALE: Representatives of the Foreign Languages Department (Eva Marie Carne,
Carlos Martin and Dieter Rontioy) and International Programs (Nomi Pearce) attended the
4/16/92 Senate Curriculum Committee meeting to discuss the course additions with the
FNST prefix (UCC Page 1158) which the Senate Curriculum Committee had rejected at its
3/12/92 meeting. The reason for rejection of the course additions was the variable
credits specified.
1.
Central students who plan for study in foreign countries and work through the
International Programs office may obtain credit for the experience at the
foreign university or teaching site.
2.
The returning Central student's transcript will follow them from the foreign
teaching center as an evaluation of their work.
3.
This evaluation is assessed here at Central to determine how much credit can
be given for the course or courses taken abroad.
4.
Since courses will vary at university and teaching site there is no set
amount of credit that can be pre-established for a catalog listing.
5.
Credit is only awarded for courses in which the student has formally

registered and that is taught in a language other than English.
-7-
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Foreign Languages department then grants those credits toward the completion
of the degree requirement.

NOTION NO. 2851 passed.

�
1152
1155

**********
soc 464
TH 269.1, 269.2, 269.3

1155

Course Addition
C o u r s e
Change/Addition
C o u r s e

TH 369.1, 369.2, 369.3
Change/Addition
TH 469.1, 469.2, 469.3

1155

1158
1158
1158
1158

1158
1158
1159
1159
1159
1159
1159
1159-60
1161-62
1162
1162
1162
1163-65
1165-66
1166

6.
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1166

FNST
FNST
FNST
FNST

111,
211,
311,
411,

112, 113
212, 213
312, 313
412

FNST 310
FNST 413
MUS 213
MUS 413
MUS 513
MUS 380
MUS 426
Bachelor of Music in Keyboard/Guitar
Performance, Percussion Performance,
String Performance, Vocal Performance
and Wind Performance
B.A./Earth Science Major (Geology)
TH 101
TH 370
TH 430
B.A./General Studies: B,A./Secondary
Education: Minor: Secondary or Grades
4-12 (Theatre Arts)
B.A./Family Studies (Home Economics)
BISC 497
BOT 593

C o u r s e
Change/Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Program Change

Program Change
Course Addition
Course Addition
Course Addition
Program Change
Program Change
Course Addition
Course Addition

PERSONNEL C°""ITTEE
Patrick Owens reported the results of the Faculty Merit Survey. Approximately
468 questionnaires were distributed by the Personnel Committee on January 27, 1992:
there were 160 responses to the survey.

l

FACULTY MERIT SURVEY - RESULTS

I

Part I. General Nerit Questions
1.
Shall the University continue to have a merit system? 117 Yes; 43 No
2.
If the University continues to have a merit system, sfiaTl the merit system
continue as currently i111>lemented without revision?
Yes: 116 No

ll

Part II. Establish!Ent of Nerit Criteria
The following questions concern the way in which merit criteria are established.
Goal-setting by negotiation is a central part of the new merit proposal. The proposal
states that each faculty member will develop an individualized merit-plan which will
consist of stated goals and objectives for the coming academic year. This plan, to
be negotiated with the department cha.ir, is fntende� to make the merit decision-making
process as objective and as fair to the individual faculty member as possible. Please
note that goal setting by individual faculty as proposed in this plan is somewhat
different from the process commonly known as "management by objective" in which
administrators establish objectives for employee behavior. Please refer to Parts IIA,
IIB and II C of the Merit Proposal for further.clarification,
-8-
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PERSONNEL COflUTIEE. continued

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Shall the specific basis for reconrnending merit be negotiated individually
between each faculty member and his/her department chair and/or personnel
conmittee? 79 Yes; 79 No
Shall these individual negotiations be based on minilll.lm criteria within each
area (i.e., research, teaching, scholarship) established by
the University as a whole?
30
a.
N
b.
the school or college only?
58
c.
the department only?
,
d.
the individual only?
15
e.
no minimum criteria

Shall merit be based on designated standards that specify the relative weight
of performance in teaching, scholarship, and service? fil Yes; 65 No

If standards are designated, should they be uniform (select one of the
following):
51
a.
across all departments of the University?
29
b.
within a given college or school only?
'SB"
c.
within a given department only?

Shall merit awards be based on the faculty member's accomplishments
30
a.
for a given year only?
Tir3
since the last merit award was given?
b.
22"
c.
based on average yearly accomplishments since the
last merit award was given?

PART III. Distribution of Merit Award

The following questions concern the nature of the merit award. The proposal
recommends that all faculty who have realized the goals established for merit will be
so labeled and that the pool of money available for merit will be equally divided
among them. For further information, please refer to Part IIIC of the Merit Proposal.
8.
9.

Shall a merit system reward
all those who meet established criteria for merit?
a.
131
designated portion of the faculty who meet
22
b.
established criteria for merit?

Shall merit award be
a.
53
Tif5

10.

11.

Approximately what percentage of the faculty is the maximum that should be
awarded merit in any given year?
i9
'IT

13.

a bonus for one year only?
a means of moving ahead permanently on the salary
schedule?

Shall the amount of the merit award be
66
a.
a fixed amount across all of those receiving merit?
an amount equivalent to one step on the salary
b.
77
schedule based on the person's current level?
3
19

12.

b.

r

�
10%
20%
30%
40%

9

3
2
2

Q

�%
60%
70%
80%
90%

Shall there be a uniform procedure (e.g., time lines, use of personnel
committee, etc.) for awarding merit? ill Yes; ll No

If a uniform process is adopted, shall it be uniform (select one of the
following)
83
across all departments of the University?
a.
!2'
b.
within a given college or school only?
31
within a given department only?
c.
-9-
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Shall there be a monitoring system to ensure uniformity of procedure? 114
Yes; 25 No

If a monitoring system is iq,lemented, which ones of the frllowing do you
feel would be appropriate? (Check all that apply)
Marked Not Marked
a,
That the reconmendations of a
w- 1.§.
personne 1 corrmittee should be
required In addition to the
reconmendations of the chair.
b.
That an ad hoc merrber assigned
.ill
from outside the department should
participate as a member of the
personnel corrmittee.
c.
That the deans monitor and ensure
uniformity across departments.
d.
That a University-wide appeal
conmittee be established.
Other (please specify)
e.

PART V. Salary Advancanent by Seniority or Market Adjusuent
The following questions concern the topic of salary adjustment by means in addition
to merit.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

In addition to merit, shall salary advancement based on seniority be
established? 109 Yes; 41 No
If salary advancement based on seniority is established, shall there be
ceilings by rank or seniority? 83 Yes: g No

Shall seniority advancement be automatic regardless of performance? 29 Yes:
118�

Shall there be salary adjustment based on "fair market value"? 22, Yes: 53 No

If salary adjustment based on "fair market value" is established, shall it be
funded separately from merit? 120 Yes; .!i No

z

If salary adjustment based on "fair market value" is established, shall it be
identified as such? 129 Yes; No

** ********

I.

FACULTY MERIT SURVEY -- SUNNARY AND RECOtlfENDATIOHS
Introduction:

A.

B.

Various mandates have necessitated a revision of the faculty merit
system at Central Washington University:
Specific charges from the Senate Executive Corrmittee.
l,
Charge from the faculty. Results from the Faculty Merit
2.
Survey indicate we should continue to have merit, but the
system should be revised.
3.
A reconmendation from the President in his Strategic
Planning Document.

The recorrrnendations that follow are based on four sources of
information that have been accull'l.llated by various Senate Personnel
Conmittees and other ad hoc colllilittees of the University over the
last several years.
1.
Faculty Merit Survey (3/92)
2.
Survey of Department Chairs (3/19/90)
3.
Provost Edington's Ad Hoc Conmittee (6/90)
Review of procedures at other Universities.
4.

-10-
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PERSONNEL ctlltITTEE. continued
C.

II.

In the recomnendations that follow, three out of four methods are
described in which faculty salaries may be adjusted. It is the
intention of this conmittee that the four means of salary adjustment
be clearly articulated and procedurally separate.
1.
Cost of living (not described in these proposals).
Seniority (previously called professional growth).
2.
3.
Merit
Salary Adjustment
4.

Reconmendations:
A.

Both merit and seniority awards shall be given.
Merit awards shall be given for superior performance based
1.
on definitions derived as described below.
2.
Seniority awards shall be given for meeting minimum criteria
for one's position based on definitions derived as described
below.

8.

Both merit and seniority shall be based on established weighting of
Teaching, Scholarship, and Service.
The relative weights will be determined at the departmental
1.
level, but will require approval by the department's
academic dean. (NOTE: The Faculty Merit Survey results
indicated that faculty opinion was split between having
these weights established by individual departments or for
the University as a whole.)
2.
All areas of professional responsibility irust be represented
for merit consideration.

C.

Both merit and seniority shall be based on specific criteria within
each area of professional responsibility: Teaching, Scholarship, and
Service.
1.
The specific criteria will be determined at the departmental
level but will require approval by the department's academic
dean. (NOTE: The Faculty Merit Survey results indicated
that faculty opinion was sp1 lt between having these weights
established by individual departments or for the University
as a whole. Further, faculty sentiment was evenly split
between individual negotiation by faculty members with their
respective chairs and personnel conmittees. At this point,
the Personnel Co111J1ittee is not reconmending individual
negotiation although it seems a reasonable step from
departmental negotiation, which is being recorrrnended, to
individual negotiation. Perhaps after a few years under the
proposed system, there might be more wi11ingness to try
individual negotiation.)
2.
Criteria must be established for each area of professional
responsibility.

D.

The process for merit and seniority decisions will be uniform across
the University and will include:
1.
Published timelines for the decision process, similar to
existing schedules, except that:
a.
Departmental action shall be moved closer in time
to the Board decision about the award of merit.
Chairs and personnel conmitte�s will prepare and submit to
2.
the academic dean two unranked lists. The first will
consist of those individuals who meet the eriteria for
seniority, while the second will include individuals who
meet the criteria for merit.
3.
There shall be a written defense prepared br the department
for each recomnended salary adjustment (both merit and
seniority.)
4.
There sha 11 be a three part monitoring system to ensure
equity:
All
independent
departments
will
submit
a.
-11-
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recomnendations from the chair and a personnel
committee of the department, where said committee
may be elected by the department or may be the
committee of the whol�.
The Deans will review all weights, criteria and
supportive materials to ensure that departments
have similarly demanding though not necessarily
identical standards.
There shall be established by the Faculty Senate a
University wide appeals committee made up of equal
representation from the three schools/colleges of
the University.

b.

c.

E.

F.

G.

The following additional standards shall exist for the award of
merit.
Merit decisions will be based on an individual's performance
1.
since their last merit award.
2.
All individuals who meet the criteria established for merit
and whose documentation is convincing to the academic dean
will be awarded merit.
All individuals recomnended for merit will share equally in
3.
the merit money available.
Merit money wi11 be recorded on one's salary status as a
4.
plus aroount beyond one's scale step.
Merit awards shall result in a permanent change in one's
5.
salary status.
The following additional standards shall exist for the award of
seniority advancement.
1.
There shall be ceilings on advancement by seniority at each
academic rank.
2.
Seniority advancement shall be a step on the salary scale.

The following recomnendations are offered regarding "fair market
value" adjustment.
''Fair market value" adjustments may be appropriate from time
L
to time and should be an option in salary adjustment.
2.
When "fair market value" adjustments are made, they should
be made separate from the merit process and should be
clearly specified as such.

*********

*

Patrick Owens stated although the Personnel Committee's
recommendations were primarily based on the Facu1ty Mer it Survey, the
Committee had access to the 3/19/90 Survey of Department Chairs, 6/90 results
of Provost's Edington's Ad Hoc Committee on Merit, and information from other
universities. Chair McGehee thanked the Conmittee for the two years of
effort that went into their recomnendations and noted that next year the
Senate Executive Committee will forward the results of the Faculty Merit
Survey to the Senate Budget Committee and Senate Code Committee for
evaluation and eventual discussion with the administration.
7.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COlltlTIEE

Andrea Bowman reported that on 5/13/92 the General Education Committee
recolmlended several changes to the General Education Program:

*MOTTON NO. 2852 Andrea Bowman rooved approval of TH 101 as a General Education course
in the Arts and Humanities Breadth requirement. Motion passed.

**

*

*******

*MOTION NO. 2853 Andrea Bowman moved that the minirrum requirement for any General
Education Program Breadth area should be fourteen (14) credits, but the minirrum total
Breadth requirement should be forty-four (44) credits. Motion passed.

**********
-12-
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COlltlffiE. continued

*ll>TIOM NO. 2854 Andrea Bowman moved to a 11ow only up to five credits between
Philosopl y and Religious Studies courses to apply to Genera 1 Education Program Breadth
requirements under special rule 2 in the 1991/93 General Catalog.
Senator Peter Burkholder, Philosophy, stated that MOTION NO. 2854 implies that
Philosophy and Religious Studies are more or less the same subject or discipline, and
this is not the case. He added that the Philosophy Department and Religious Studies
Program are simply housed in the same area because the only Religious Studies Program
faculty member is tenured in Philosophy. General Education Conmittee members David
Anderson (Chair) and John Vifian reported that the General Education Conmittee
discussed this issue at great length, and it was decided that greater breadth should
be encouraged within the category.
tl>TION NO. 2854 passed (show of hands vote 13 yes, 12 no - Senate Chair
tiebreaker).

**********

*ll>TION NO. 2855 Andrea Bowman moved to reduce the General Education Program Basic
English requirement from three to two courses by eliminating ENG 301 as a requirement.
Don Cunmings, Dean of the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences, stated that
the original reconmendation to eliminate ENG 301 was made at a university budget
hearing. He stated that, with the advent of the Speaking and Writing Across the
Curriculum (SWAC) Program and Intermediate Level (Junior) Writing Assessment, this is
an opportune time to reconsider the role of ENG 301 in the General Education Program.
Connie Roberts, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, distributed information containing a
rationale for removal of ENG 301, considerations and strategies, and questions to be
answered. Senator John Herum, English, stated that the faculty of the English
Department have not been adequately involved in discussion of this issue.
*ll>TION NO. 2856 Alan Taylor moved and Owen Pratz seconded a motion to suspend the
Faculty Senate Operating Procedures and extend meeting adjournment until 5:15 p.m.
Motion passed.
*tl>TIOM NO. 2857 John Herum moved and Owen Pratz seconded a motion to table MOTION
NO. 2855 and return the proposal to the Academic Affairs Conmittee until the first
meeting of Winter quarter 1993 with a direction to work with the English Department
to review implications, discuss options and articulate a timeline for implementation
of the proposal. Motion passed.
8.

BUDGET COtltITTEE
None

OLD BUSINESS
None

NEW BUSINESS
FACULTY SENATE BYLAWS - PROPOSED CHANGE: (to be voted on 6-3-92)
IV. Conmittees
B.

Senate Standing Conmittees
1.

J

Mell'bership
There shall be five (5) standing conmittees of the Faculty Senate,
as described in Section 3.25 of the Faculty Code: the Faculty Senate
Code Conmittee, the Faculty Senate Budget Conmittee, the Faculty
Senate Curriculum Conmittee, the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs
Conmittee and the Faculty Senate Personnel Conmittee. Each standing
conmittee shall consist of no fewer than five (5) faculty members
annually appointed by the Executive Conmittee and ratified by the
Senate at the first regular Senate meeting of the academic year; in
addition to the five (5) or rrore faculty members of the Senate
Academic Affairs Conmittee and the Senate Curriculum Conmittee, one
-13-
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NEW BUSINESS, continued
FACULTY SENATE BYLAWS - PROPOSED CHANGE, continued

non-voting student mencer shall be appointed to each of these
corrmittees by the Faculty Senate Executive Conmittee from among the
student representatives of the Faculty Senate. No more than one (1)
corrmittee menber may come from any one (1) department or group with
Senate representation. Menbers may be appointed from among the
general faculty with proportional balance sou'ght between the schools.
At least one (1) menber of each standing corrmittee should have served
on the corrmittee the previous year.
* * * * * * * * * * *

FMUM FM DISCUSSION: CW NAAKETING IMAGE

Connie Roberts, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, distributed a list of marketing themes
recently solicited by her office and Greg Kummer, Director of Publications/University
Relations. The most popular theme/slogan is �CENTRAL to your future."
Senator Alan 1aylor, CoR1T1Unication, stated that his experience in the field of
advertising have led him to believe that there are set steps in advertising and promotion, and
He reconmended that
such a ca�aign should probably not be atte�ted by amateurs.
professionals be involved to ensure success. Connie Roberts responded that several employees
on ca"1)us are trained in advertising, and Gerald Stacy, Dean of Graduate Studies, added that
sometimes professiona,l advertising doesn't work out. Senator Bruce Bagamery, Business
Administration, cautioned those creating an advertising ca�algn to make sure the theme is
co�atible with Central's mission statement.

ADJOURNMENT
Meeting was adjourned at 5:10 p.m.

* * * * *

NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: October 14, 1992 * * * * *
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Date

VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary
directly after the meeting.
Thank you.

,.

FACUL1Y SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10 p.m., Wednesday, May 20, 1992
SUB 204-205
I,
II.
111.
IV.

ROLL CALL
CHANGES TO AGENDA
APPROVAL OF MINUTES - April 29, 1992 (not distributed yet)
COMMUNICATIONS
-4/2B/92 memo from Connie Roberts, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, re. draft NASC Policy
Statement on Faculty Evaluation; referred to Senate Executive Committee.
-4(30/92 memo and 5/11/92 memo from Ray Riznyk, Associate Dean of Graduate Studies and
Research, re. Faculty Research Committee; referred to Executive Committee.
-5/4/92 memo from Barry Donahue, Computer Science, resigning from Professional and
Retraining Leave Committee, effective Fall 1992; referred to Executive Committee.
-5/11/92 letter from Don Schliesman, Provost, requesting review of grade distribution; referred
to Executive Committee.
-5/13/92 memo from Connie Roberts, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, re. motions from
General Education Committee; see Academic Affairs Committee report below.

V.

REPORTS

CHAIR
-MOTION: 1993-94 and 1994-95 Quarterly Calendar (see attached information)
PRESIDENT
2.
BOOKSTORE MANAGER - David Hess
3.
CODE COMMI'ITEE
4.
-Tabled MOTION NO. 2842 (attached)
CURRICULUM COMMI'ITEE
5.
-UCC Pages (attached)
-Curriculum Planning and Procedures guide changes (attached)
PERSONNEL COMMI'ITEE
6.
-Faculty Merit Survey Results (see 4-29-92 Senate agenda) - Report Only
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMI'ITEE
7.
-General Education Program proposals (attached)
BUDGET COMMITTEE
8.
OLD BUSINESS
1.

VI.
VII.

NEW BUSINESS
-Proposed Faculty Senate Bylaws change (for 6-3-92 vote)
-FORUM FOR DISCUSSION: CWU MARKETING IMAGE

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

*** NEXT REGULAR FACUL1Y SENATE MEETING: June 3, 1992 ***
[NOTE TO SENATORS: There is much work to be finished before the end of the year; please be prepared
to suspend Operating Procedures and extend the meeting beyond 5:00 p.m., if necessary]
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CHAIR
MOTION: Approval of 1993-94 and 1994-95 QUARTERLY CALENDAR
DRAFT #3, APRIL 13, 1992
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY--QUARTERLY CALENDAR
FALL QUARTER

1993-94

1994-95

Date admissions process for Fall Quarter should be
convleted

May 1

May 1

Registrat, ion

September 20, 21

September 19, 20

Change of Class Schedule Period

September 22-28

Advising and orientation of new students

September 20

September 19

September 22

September 21

Uncontested Withdrawal Deadline

November 5

November 4

Veterans Day Holiday

November 11

Novent>er 11

Thanksoiving Recess (begins Noon Wednesday)

November 24, 25, 26

November 23, 24, 25

Classes begin

Advising Week

Pre-reaistration for WinteT Quarter

November 1-5
November 8-19

Final Exam Week

December 6-10

WINTER QUARTER

1993-94

DAYS Of INSTRUCTION

54.5

September 21-27
October 31-November 4

November 7-18
December 5-9
54.5

1994-95

Date admissions process for Winter Quarter should
be corrpleted

October 1

October 1

Registration

January 3

January 2

Advising and orientation of new students

January 3

Classes begin

January 4

Mart1n Luther Kings Jr's. Day Holiday

January 17

Change of Class Schedule Period
Uncontested Withdrawal Deadline

January 3-9

February 11

February 10

February 21

February 20

March 14-18

March 13-17

February 14-18

Pre-registration for Spring Quarter

February 22-March 4

Final Exam Week

DAYS Of INSTRUCTION

January 3

January 4-10

Advfsfng Week

Presidents' Day Holiday

January 2

52

January 16

February 13-17

February 21-March 3
52
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SPRING QUARTER

1993-94

Date admissions process for Spring Quarter should
be collllleted

February 1

Registration

March 28

1994-95

February 1

March 28

March 27

March 29

March 28

Uncontested Withdrawal Dead] ine

May 6

May 5

Pre-Registration for Surrrner Session

May 2-27

May 1-26

Advising and orientation of new students
Classes beain

Change of Class Schedule Period

Advising Week

Pre-registration for Fall Quarter
Meioorial Day Holiday

Final Exam Week
Corrrnencement

DAYS OF INSTRUCTION

March 29-Aoril 4

May 9-13
May 16-27
May 30

June 6-10

June 11

53

SINtER QUARTER
Date admissions process for Sumner Quarter should
be COllllleted

1993-94

June 1

March 27

March 28-April 3
May 8-12

May 15-26
May 29

June 5-9
June 10
53

1994-95

June 1

Reaistration (First Second, Full and 6 Weeks)

June 20

June 19

Chanae of Class Schedule Period

June 21-22

June 20-21

Independence Day Holiday

July 4

Registration (Second Term Only)

July 21

July 20

Julv 22

July 21

Classes begin (First and Full Sessions)

Classes begin (Six Week Session)

First Term Closes

June 20

June 27

July 20

Classes Begin (Second Term)

July 21

Six Week Session Closes

Auaust 5

Chanae of Class Schedule Deadline (Second Term)

Second and Full Terms Close

August 19

June 19

June 26
July 4

July 19

July 20

August 4

August 18
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CHAIR. continued
QUARTERLY CALENDAR, continued
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Dates Fall classes begin at other Washington Universities/Colleges:
1993-94
1994-95
CWU (proposed)
9/2JJ/93
9/19/94
9/19/94
9/20/93
EWU
9/24/93
wwu
9(12/94
9/26/94
9/27/93
uw
9/20/94
9/21/93
TESC
8/29/94
8/23/93
WSU
9/19/94
9/21/93
BBCC
?
9/21/93
HIGHLINE CC
9/19/94
9/21/93
SPOKANE CC
Football Camps:

The cost of Football Camps for one we�k is $7,000-$8,000. Need to add 6-7%
increase each year for inflation. The cost of housing and meals: $10-$11/day for
meals x 100 people x 7 days a week. The team has to practice 16 days (not
counting Sunday), before they can play a game.

Energy Savings:

According to Phil Hamilton, Facilities Management, and Jerry Morang, Auxiliary
Services, fuel/energy savings are realized during the Winter Break when dorms and
some buildings are not being used. Amount of savings is unknown, but the new
steam delivery system is so efficient that energy savings by lengthening Winter
Break should probably not be considered a factor in establishing the quarterly
academic calendar.

Students:

Organizational (nee Club) Senate, Residence Hall Council, and ASCWU/BOD
have all expressed approval for the proposed 1993-94 and 1994-95 quarterly
calendars (as printed above).

CURRICULUM COMMIITEE
MOTION #1:

Remove UCC Page 1152, CQurse Addition, SOC 464, from the table (tabled by Faculty
Senate 2/26/92 - MOTION NO. 2833) and approve.
Note: Jack Dugan, Sociology, has canvassed other departments (Psychology, Math) for
their position on question of duplication of statistical methods courses.

MOTION #2:

Remove UCC Page 1155, Course Changes/Additions from the table (tabled 2(2£)/92 MOTION NO. 2833) and approve with following changes:
DR 269.1, 269.2, 269.3 Basic Acting Teeaai(½1:1es (4;4;4 3,3,3)
DR 369.1, 369.2, 369.3 Intermediate Acting Teelmi(½l:18S (4;4;4 3,3,3)
Note: UCC Page 1155 was tabled pending, receipt of a consistent program change for the
Theatre Arts major. During the intervening period, additional program changes were made
which required further changes to UCC Page 1155.

MOTION #3:

Approve UCC Pages 1159-1166 with following change:
UCC Page 1166, Course Addition, change title from� 593 to BOT 593

Pages
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CURRICULUM COMMITIEE, continued
MOTION #5 IS CONTINGENT ON APPROVAL OF MOTION #4 BELOW; IF MOTION #4 IS NOT
APPROVED, MOTION #5 WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED !!!
MOTION #4:

Proposed change to Curriculum Planning and Procedures guide (page 11):

9.

Credit allocati0n to courses
Activity courses, laboratory courses, workshops, practica, field experience: A
minimum of 20 class hours (16 clock hours) and 10 hours of related work for
each credit.
Courses with the FNST prefix where the student, enrolled in lnte-roational
Study Abroad Programs. receives eredit from a foreign university or
aceredited institutions for classes taken. Credit to be given in the Foreign
Languages departm.ent depends upon the evaluation macle by the office 0f
International Programs.
These courses may be allowed variable credit in their catalog listing.

MOTION #5:

Approve UCC Page 1158, Course Additions, FNST 111, 112, 113, 211, 212, 213, 311, 312, 411,
412, 310, 413.
RATIONALE: Representatives of the FNLA Department (Eva Marie Carne, Carlos Martin
and Dieter Romboy) and International Programs (Nomi Pearce) attended the 4/16/92 Senate
Curriculum Committee meeting to discuss the course additions with the FNST prefix (UCC
Page 1158) which the Senate Curriculum Committee had rejected at its 3/12/92 meeting. The
reason for rejection of the course additions was the variable credits specified.
1.
Central students who plan for study in foreign countries and work through the
International Programs office may obtain credit for the experience at the
foreign university or teaching site.
2.
The returning Central student's transcript will follow them from the foreign
teaching center as an evaluation of their work.
3.
This evaluation is assessed here at Central to determine how much credit can
be given for the course or courses taken abroad.
Since courses will vary at university and teaching site there is no set amount
4.
of credit that can be pre-established for a catalog listing.
5.
Credit is only awarded for courses in which the student has formally
registered and that is taught in a language other than English.
6.
Foreign Languages department then grants those credits toward the
completion of the degree requirement.

••••••••••

MOTION #6:

Proposed changes to Curriculum Planning and Procedur_es guide in response to
recommendations from the Ad Hoc Committee for Curriculum Reform:
Page 4:

GeHBeils
Tee GraEhiate GeY:BeY, UeElergraEi·1ulte QoQB:eil aad Teaeher EQyealiea
G011aey are pr.imaf:ily seaeereec:i With r&Yi.ew aeEl reeemmeaeaeea ef aew
majers, misers er pregrams eefere their suemissiea te the UB¥,1ersit:y
G\l:frieulum Gemmiltee. Tae.ir reepeasieil:ity iaeludes asewiag that e11rrie�Ym
prepesals e£e eeaeieteat with the programmat-ie geale ef the grae11ate1
YElergraeh:1ate aBd teaeher eel!eatiea eemf)eaeets ef tee UMtef6ity
F8SfJ88tPJ8ly,
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CURRICULUM COMMITI'EE, continued
Page 6:

4.

If appr.oved by the .school or callege dean, proposals are forwarded to the
graduate or undergradua:te d�an for rQuting to eee ef t,he CeasaiJG eP le the
University Curriculum Commi�ee es s13eei:ieel e-elew.
•<\M e\lffiealYm 13rop0sels, &Koef)t thase fer aew J:l{egreel:6, wil:1 ee seat
te t,he Ue,i,,•ei:sil.=y GH-rie\lhHe Gemmittee,
Prapesals uwelrlieg the ia:itiet.iee efe ,aew .majer, miser er pregrQ:IB
shall ee seat ta the GraEl\late er UadergraEh1ete GeYaeit Oe.
appFeval ey the &f3f)FE@riate 60\IBeil, fJFepeea:ls affeol:iBg the l-eaeher
e«foeatiea eYrri0\l::lum \\rill ee seat te �e Tuaeher Br:laeatiea Ce:atieil.
Mer Ge\HieiJ. 8Jlprevals are Feoei11eEI, sew l_7£0gr&m prepesels. aie
re\lteEI te the UaiveFsi� GimieY:l:wu Cemmittee.
The three councils, Teacher Education, Graduate, and
Undergraduate, will be kept informed of agenda matters before the
University Currleulum Committee and may review and make
recommendations regarding such matters to the University
Curriculum Committee.
The University Curriculum Committee will judge proposals in the light of the
broad mandate specified for them above as well as in terms of feasibility and
consistency with the educational role of Central Washington University. The
University Curriculum Committee shall have power to require new proposals
to meet the format requirements and rules which are in existence at the time
of the proposal's submission.

CODE COMMITfEE
MOTION #1:

Remove MOTION NO. 2844 (below) from the table.

MOTION #2:

Remove Faculty Code sections 15.30, Summer Session, and 7.25, Faculty Loads-Adjustments,
from consideration.

MOTION #3:

Divide Tabled Motion No. 2844 into separate motions by section (noted by**).
TABLED MOTION NO. 2844 (4/29/92 Faculty Senate Meeting)
,, !PAVE AND RfillRFMFNf ,,

••

9.92

[EDITORIAL CHANGE - removal of sexist language]
Phased Rcilremcnt ror Paculty
G.

The phased-retiree shall be required to meet all the obligations of classroom teaching, including
holding office hours, but � shall not be required to perform other duties such as research,
public service, service on departmental and other university committees and acceptance of special
assignment. A phased-retiree may serve on university committees according to section 9.958.10.

PACUL'IY SENA'IE REGUL\R MEEllNG
May 20, 1992 AGENDA
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CODB COMMrITBB, continued
15.30
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Summer Salaries

SUMMER SFS5

ION

I

Unless otherwise provided in this code, the salaries of regular university faculty teaching at least twelve credit hours
during the full summer session, in addition to heir regular academic contract year, shall be 2/9ths of the salary for
the previous academic contract year. �alai;y &hall bo _ppg,a&Gcl fer a partial lg,acl b�&ecl _QR ;radii ll911r:&: 1a118ht
Proceduces for proration of salary based on class size and number of credit hours taught shall be established within
each school in tho university. [BT Motion 5932, 9/20/85]
RATIONALE:

••

15.20

The issue of summer session salaries seems to have been precipitated by settlement of a proration
grievance. Summer session administrators seem to be demanding more flexibility to meet the vatying needs
of the different schools within the university. It would seem that a change such as this would accommodate
those needs with minimum disruption of other guarantees to faculty contained in this section.

[EDITORIAL CHANGE - change in reporting authority; became effective 1/17/91]
Summer School Appointment
Except as provided in Section 4.85C, appointment to teach in summer school shall be decided on the basis of the
program requirements of the university. Whenever any department has more regular faculty members wishing to teach
for the summer than there are positions to be filled by members of that department, recommendations for
appointment by the department chair and the deans to the dcaA gf C'"4Aded 11Ai,1ci:.-ily p;Q� vice provost and
dean of undergraduate studies and the provost and vice president for academic affairs shall be made according to the
following provisions and restrictions:
{A,B,D,E and F remain the same}

C.

As long as basis program requirements of the university are met, a plan for rotation of summer school appointments
within a department may be recommended by the department. The plan shall be completed far enough in advance
to allow for review and program development. One copy of the department minutes of each department meeting
establishing such recommended policies shall be filed with the dnA Gf eiaoaclod UAil'tl'f:il)•fll'QgJaA!i vice provost and
dean of undergraduate studies, the appropriate dean and the provost and vice president for academic affairs. Such
rotation plans are subject to the approval of the appropriate dean and the provost and vice president for academic
affairs.

I

7.25

Faculty Loads - Adjustments
C.

••

3.15

GENERAL EMPLOYMFNI' CONDIDONS

The Chair of the Faculty Senate shall receive 50% released time from regular duties during the term of
office. [BT Motion 6060, 2/20/87] Por the d1rration af service as Chair, minimum academic year
replacement costs for program continuity will be provided 10· the department or program· from which the
Chair is released.

Faculty Senate - Membership
A.

I

I

A
P CUL'IY SFNA'IE

l

The Faculty Senate shall be comprised of:
1.

the following voting members selected from faculty who have no part-time or full-time
administrative duties. For the purposes of this section, department chairs are not administrators:
[BT Motion 5932, 9/20/85]
a.

One senator and an alternate elected from each academic department and from 41a11A
g( tile fQUQIJQAI§: library faculty IIA4 ggiiiblAed A1eA1be�ip Q[ llae CQ1111itliA8 aa4
+1,iiag 5t1Priae,;

b.

� Additional senators, allooale_d to departments as specified in the Faculty
Senate bylaws, each with an alternate, equal in number to one-fourth (1/4) of all
departments and faculty units represented on the Faculty Senate and rounded to the
nearest whole number;

Pagc8
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CODB COMMrITBP., continued
c.
2.

RATIONALB:

..

Three (3) Full-time students, elected by the student body.

The president of the university, ex officio (non-voting).

9/25/90 memo from Wells Mc!nelly, Student Health and Counseling, requesting that Counseling be removed
from Faculty Senate as "department• now exists as a one-member entity; of those originally ranked and
tenured in the department, only three remain: one is an administrator and one teaches full-time for the
Psychology Department and is paid from that budget.

. . .. .

3.25

Committees
A.

The Faculty Senate shall establish the following standing committees, with powers and duties as described;
{3.25, A, 1-5, remain unchanged}

[NEW SECTION]

&:_

The Faculty Senate Public Affairs Commi!tee shall b_e,conceme{! with mattc1'6 relating lo developing and
expressing faculty positions for presentation by authorized university representatives before the State
Legislature, Congress and other legislative bodies, as well as other bodies, public and private, which affect
faculty 'interests and welfare. h shall advise the Faculty Legislative Rcpresentative{s), ascertain and
articulate faculty positions on issues, sot as liaison with lhe Director of Legislative Relations, and do other
such simiJar things as may be requested by or approve_d by lhe Senate Executive Committee.
Sections· IV.8.1. and 2. of the Senate Bylaws notwithstanding, the membership of the ·PubUc
Affairs Committee will be the Vice-Chair of the Faculty Senate, the Faculty Legislative
Representative, two members of the Council of 'Faculty Representatives, and one or more
additional faculty members. The Vice-Chair of the Faeulty Senate shall cllair the committ.ee.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
PROPOSED CHANGES TO GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
(recommended by General Education Committee 5/13/92)
MOTION #1:

Recommend approval of TH 101 as General Education course in the Arts and Humanities
Breadth requirement.

MOTION #2:

Recommend eliminating TH 363.1, 363.2, and 363.3 from the list of courses that satisfy the Arts
and Humanities Breadth requirement.

MOTION #3:

Recommend reducing the Basic English requirement from three to two courses by eliminating
ENG 301 as a requirement.

MOTION #4:

Recommend that the minimum requirement for any Breadth area should be fourteen (14)
credits, but the minimum total Breadth requirement should be forty-four (44) credits.

MOTION #5:

Recommend to allow only up to five credits between Philosophy and Religious Studies courses
to apply to Breadth requirements under special rule 2 in the 1991/93 General Catalog.

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
May 20, 1992 AGENDA
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
CURRENT GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
37

GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

38

2.

GENERAL
EDUCATION
PROGRAM
It is exp«ted that students entering Central Wa,!.hington Uni
versity h.a,·e developed SOmt! proficiency in communication
and mtic•I thinking � g�neral '-'O.uca.tfon prn�r;,im provides
opportunities lo drvdop these !okills by intrgrating 1hem inlo
tM' .ademic requittn"Nmls ol the university.
A pl ol the general education program LS to ht-lp students
acquire a libn"o1l education through study in val'l'-�s disciplines
in the arts and hunw,nities, the social and �havtOral science,
and lhnl rutur.al srimcn o1nd mathematics. General education
rour,n in t� i1reu stress,where .irplicable,tht:' r.1tirnule for
tM disopline u well ,H its .sco�. history, philo"ophy and
rrl4;'thodology Couf'St.'S include writing. s�ak..ing, And critical
thinking whiue appropriate_ Fundamental ob,tedives are to
promote awa�nns of the diversity, yet commonality, of life
•nd resprrct tor thtc> balances in nature

1.

Literary Backgrounds _________ 4-5
(Stt special rule No. 3.)
ENG1Cl5
HUM lr.l

2.

Other Am and lium,.nlhn-------10
ART 101,235•,X16", 337,357', 410". 456•
CHIN 151,152,153,251", 252". 253•
(see special rult:' No� 2)
DR 107, 3631", 3b3 3
ENC 235,240,341•,342". 362
FR 151, 152, 153,251", 252". 253•
(see sperial rule No. 2)
GERM 151,152,153,251•,252",25.J•
(See sped.al rule No. 2)
JAPN 151,152,153,251", 252•. 253•
(See sp«ial rul"' No, 2)
SPAN 151,152, 153,251•,2.SJ•, 253•
(See special rule No. 2)
HUM 101, 102,103
MUS 101,102,144
PHIL 101, I 15,302,305,3S2·. 35.J•, 354',355,
)59, 4117
PE 161
RELS 101', 201•,301",351•, 35J•

Credits
lb

BASIC REQUIREMENT-··
A.

Wriling -··-··---·-·------•·--·•,_.,9
ENG 101. 10::,JOI

8

l(�a,,«,•ns.-----··
PHlllOJ OR MATH !JO.I

C.

Mly>i<.al Education Ac.1ivitift ___ ·- .
PEF110,111,112,113,114. 115. 116,121,122
PETS 110, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117
Pl:R 110,112,113,114,115,116,117.118, 119
PEAQ 110, 111, I 12, 113, 115, 116, 118
l'l:ID 110. 111. 112. ID, 114, 115, 116, 118, 123.124,
1�1a12�1�1�1n1�1�1�1�
PEGT 110, 112,113

-..·---·-----..,.....s

II, 8READTit REQUlRF.MENTS .. _._____ --44-45
Studnils mu�I e•m a minimum of live credits in subjects
de.ling with non-Engli�h SP"'aking rultures Courses listed
bd()w which mttt th.It requirt!'m1..•n1 .ire identifit.>d wilh an
asterisk
A.

Arts and Humanities ......_________;14,.15
Se-M'Ct a minimum of four credits in cou� listt'd under
I� M.ding "'Litc.•Tary &ckground" and a minimum of
lOcredils in thoseunc:kr l�Mading ..Othn Arts and
Hum.1Rities,'" kttping in mind sprrial ruk No. 2 �low,.

8.

C.

Natunl Sdena!o and Mothanattc, _______,IS
Since� lobonto,y m<thod laan -,tiaJ <Nract..;.
tic ol llludy In t� nalunll ocionttt,oludentl arr
miuiftd lo lndudt, at '-ot -lobonto,y """""in t�
p11y.;a1.,.. biologjcal te1on<e. c_,_ that ..nsry thi>
requir<m<nt are marbd "w/lab".
- • mfnlmum ol lourcndlb In.-.... Uslod undtt
thr heading -Biological Saenca.: • minimum of four
aedita i:n c:ourse listed under the heading '"PhysiCill
Sciences"' and .a minimum o( wven Cftdlts in otheT
cowses listed under .any of tM thrft he�ings below,
kftping in mind •pecw ruk No. 2 below.
I.

Biologial �--·-··-···•-..................._,..5
Students majoring In biology are exempt from the
biologic.al sciencs requirement Broad .area IIC::i
once,chomlauy,arth ocience,geology, phy,ia
and �malh a .. oxompt from tho phy,ical
ldencft requlr't"rlWl'lt. Howrver,• minimum of JS
CftJJtl must bit earned In the Nlural K1mces •nd
mallwrNtia.. with• nwdmu.m o{ five Cl'edits in
ad, ol thrtt 5Ubjecta oih« than the majo<.
ANTI! 110, 110.1 w/lob
BISC 104 w/lob, 21• w/lob, 302,,304, 3IIS
80T211 w/lab(lfttp«i.,I nale No. 21
ZOOL 270 (,.. •pedal rule No. 21
EN5T301

2.

Physical Science ........ ,_., ..�.............,_,, .........,......,.4
OlEM 101, IOI,! w/lob,105 w/l•b,111,
111.1 w/lab,181,1811 w/lob
GEOG 107
GEOL 145,145.I w/lob,345 w/Jab
PHY Ill w/lob,201 w/lab,211 w/lob

3.

Mathema.tics
MATli IOI,163.1,1632, 170,250,311

Soci.al and Beh.lvioral Sciffl<'ft {'··········..,7......i·· ....•.. .IS
Sel«t a minimum of fivrt cn:dlh in cour..es list� under
the heading ..Hislorial/rolitical Backgmund" and a
minimum of 10 endits in thme unde,- the heading
"'Other Social and Behavioral Science,," kttping in
mind speci•I rule No. 2 below_
t.

Hislorical/Political 8.ackKrounds
Studt!'llls ma�uing in history or political scil.'OCt!
are eu-mpl from IM histmical/political back
grounds nciqui�ment; however,a minimum ot 15
credits must be eamt'J wilh no m,,re than five
C'n!J1ts in ec>ach of 1hrce sub�s other than the
major. Courxs must be sell'ctt.'d from thOSt!' head
ed ..Other Social anJ Behnioral
Sciences." (Stt sp«ial rule No, ))__, ____,_5
HIST 102",10J•, 144
rosc:210

f ,jO

Otho< Soda! and Behovlonl Sdmas .................10
ANTI! 107'", 120, I�. 180
AST102"
COM IOI,1111, 25.J, 280, Ul
ECON 101,201,2112,356
ENST302..J03
ETS101
GEOG 101",205,JOll",355
HIST 101°, 1"3
HOl'S 235 (countl u • poychology coune)
P05C 101,360", 370"
PSY 101, 205, 235(PSY/HOl'S 235 may not
boUl«lilSOC248haoi-..takcn)
SOC 101. 107,205,248,265(SOC248 may not
bo Uled ii PSY/HOl'S 235 has i-.. taken)
WS201

To'"I 6041

SPECIAL RULES
l.

2.

3.

Counn Ntbifying gmeral «Suc•tion requlR'fflfflts
cannot be UMd to sati,fy requimnmta in lhe major
unle91 the °"'-lrtc, •ft ,p«ified in Uw major and are
olf....t outside ti,., majo< dq,artment.
Even though a dbcipline is repremted in � than
one of the thrtt broad areas,students ean count only
one coww from any one di,cipline in eategorie, A. B
and C. For thi• miuimnmt all fomgn longuag,s count
a a single disdpline and biologial 9Cienc<s. botany
and zoology arr • aingle discipline.
Coones Uled to ,_. the "Liteniry &ckgrounds" and
� historical/political bKkgrounds" requirements
cannot bir taken on a cndit/no aedit basis.. Studmt:s
who take auch oourse, u electives may use the
cndit/no cndit option. ENC 101 is• prerequisite or
rottquisit,, to tho coune which ..- the llt..-a,y boclc
gn,und r<quifflnmbL
IJ a t,,,n,lcr lllud<nl without a.n Mdqroo Iron,•
Washington ""t• rommunity college wishes lo com
plolo 1udl a degree in onler lo Nff ii oatisly tho g,n,r
al education �m requRlllfflb at Central, he/sho
must comp�• It by the timr they 1,a.., rocnpl,!<d
forty·Rw(45) a.dib or ono (I) almd.ar y,ar,which
ever mrnes bter,afler initial enrollnwnt.

FACULlY SENATH REGULAR MEEI1NG
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NEW BUSINESS
FACULTY SENATE BYLAWS - PROPOSED CHANGE: (to be voted on 6-3-92)
lV. C0mmittees

B.

Senate Standing Committees
1.

Membership
There shall be five (5) standing committees of the Faculty Senate, as
described in Section 3.25 of the Faculty Code: the Faculty Senate Code
Committee, the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, the Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee, the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee and
the Faeulty Senate Personnel C0mmittee. Each standing committee shall
consist of no less than five (5) faculty members annually appointed by the
Executive Committee and ratified by the Senate at the first regular Senate
meeting of the academic year; in additi00 to the five (5) faculty members of
the Senate Academic Affairs Committee and the Senate Curriculum
Committee, one non-voting student member shall be appointed to each of
these committees by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee from among the,
stvdent r�presentatives of the Faculty Senate. No more than one (1)
committee member may come from any one (1) department or group with
Senate representation. Membe·r,s may be appointed from among the genel'lal
faculty with preportiooal balan:ce s<:mght between the schools. At least one
(1) member of each standing committee should have served on the committee
the previous year.

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
AGENDA - May 20, 1992
ADDENDUM
CHAIR'S REPORT

Fall schedule beginning and ending dates, 1981 - 1994 (proposed)
Year
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

Register
............. September22
............. September21
............. September19
. .... . . ...... September25
............. September24
............. September22
............. September21
............. September 26
............. September18
............. September17
.. .... . . ..... September16
.. . ... . ..... . September21
.. . .. . ... . . . . September20
........ . .... September19
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December 11
December10
December9
December14
December13
December12
December11
December16
December8
December?
December6
December11
December10
December9

PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE
May 14, 1992
TIAA/CREF CASHABILITY
PROPOSAL:
It is recommended that the Central Washington University
retirement rules and regulations for faculty and administrative exempt
employees be amended to permit at retirement or termination, withdrawal of
cash in an amount up to the employee's contribution amount, (i.e. 50% of the
total accumulation) if they are in an annuity investment that can be cashed out
by TIAA/CREF rules.
In addition to participants who retire or terminate in the future, this
change would apply to participants who will have retired or terminated before
the plan amendments become effective, and who have accumulations that have
not yet been annuitized.
Benefits attributable to employer contributions would be payable to
participants only as annuity income for at least the participant's lifetime.
All elections would require the written consent of the employee's spouse,
if any.

ATTACH1\1ENTS:
CWU Retirement and Insurance Committee recommendations
AG opinion

PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE
May 14, 1992
TIAA/CREF CASHABILITY

PROPOSAL:
It is recommended that the Central Washington University
retirement rules and regulations for faculty and administrative exempt
employees be amended to permit at retirement or termination, withdrawal of
cash in an amount up to the employee's contribution amount, (i.e. 50% of the
total accumulation) if they are in an annuity investment that can be cashed out
by TIAA/CREF rules.
In addition to participants who retire or terminate in the future, this
change would apply to participants who will have retired or terminated before
the plan amendments become effective, and who have accumulations that have
not yet been annuitized.
Benefits attributable to employer contributions would be payable to
participants only as annuity income for at least the participant's lifetime.
All elections would require the written consent of the employee's spouse,
if any.

ATTACI-IMENTS:
CWU Retirement and Insurance Committee recommendations
AG opinion

'

..
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June 30, 1991

To:

Courtney Jones, Vice President
Business & Financial Affairs

From:

Bill Owen, Chairman
CWU Retirement and Insurance Committee

Subject:

New CREF options: Cashability and Transferability

You are in receipt of my earlier Memo of March 4 , 1991 on this subject, detailing the
The following
ad hoc committees decision regarding these major new options.
comments are provided in response to your request for more detail on the committee's
rationale.
1.

CASHABILITY-- Grave concerns were expressed about cashability, and
in particular, the possibility of an individual making unwise decisions,
investment or otherwise, that would deplete his/her resources, leaving
such an individual as a potential ward of the state. There was strong
agreement with TIAA-CREF's position (See attachment) that a pension
plan should be a source only of lifetime income. This position is also
supported by the AAUP/AAC and the Commission on College
Retirement, whose 1986 document recommended that payout from a
pension plan at retirement should be in the form of a lifetime annuity
with the exception of a small amount available as a cash payout. After
considering these positions, the committee decided that in NO CASE
should the retiring individual be able to access the state's contributions.
There was, however, a willingness to consider allowing somewhere
between 20 and 50% of the individual's own contributions to be
cashable.
Making the state's contribution
anything other than
annuitized was felt to be inconsistent with the Social Security System,
and definitely not in the best interests of all concerned.

2.

TRANSFERABILITY--While there was a preference for sticking with
TIAA/CREF, primary concern was to ensure that any new options be
restricted to those plans that provided guaranteed lifetime income.
Further, it was felt by the committee that a huge "laundry list" of
alternatives would not be in either the employee's or in CWU's best

interest. For that reason, a "short list" of three or four mutual fund
families was thought to be ample. Further concern was expressed about
the availability of such options giving too much visibility to CWU in the
eyes of the legislature. The committee further decided that any
transferability be limited to time of retirement, separation of
employment, or only after the employee reaches a certain age. Finally,
the committee felt that any individual invoking transferability privileges
should forego the right to income supplementation.
A recent check with TIAA/CREF indicates that about 40% of eligible institutions have
made their decisions so far. Of those that have made their decisions, the results are as
follows:
CASHABILITY-- A great majority (over 80% ) have decided to allow some level of
cashability in addition to the currently allowed 10% Retirement Transition Benefit.
The rest have decided to allow no further cashability other than that afforded by the
RTA.
TRANSFERABILITY-- A little over 40% of those having made their decisions have
decided to allow some form of transferability. The remainder have decided to allow no
transferability at all.
As you are no doubt aware, Ona Youmans and Carole King have been quite active on
these issues statewide at meetings of the Interinstitutional Committee of Retirement and
The enclosed supplement , "Recommendation of Campus
Insurance Officers.
Committees in Washington," provides a current look at how the various public
institutions of higher education feel about these major issues of Cashability and
Transferability.
It may interest you to know that the University of Washington plans to present their
decision options to the U.W. Board of Regents by July first of this year. Their
decisions should definitely influence other institutions and provoke appropriate response
and action by us and our fellow institutions.
cc:

0. K. Youmans

Attachment:

TIAA/CREF Decision Guide

•

M E M O R A N D U M

TO:

Bill Owen
Chairman
,'°"·
CWU Retirernent�nd Ins�ance Committee

FROM:

Courtney S. Joh�s · :,-...___,,�
Vice Presidentl�'<ir- �usiness
Financial A�fa":i=rs

DATE:

March

SUBJECT:

Nfili CREF OPTIONS:

s,

1991 -)

&

\

CASHABILITY � TRANSFERABILITY

Thank you for your memo of March 4 conveying the Committee's
recommendations. I expect to initiate shortly further discussion
on this with the Executive Group using your recommendations as the
basis.
I greatly appreciate the time and effort you and the Committee
have put into these important questions.
cc:

(with original memo)
Committee Members
i,,Mr. Rich Corona
�s. Ona Youmans
Executive Group
Chair, Faculty Senate
Chair, Association of Administrators

Central
Washington
University

Ellensourg. \\'ash111g1on 98926

March 4, 1991

MEMORANDUM

�O:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Courtney Jones, Vice President
Business & Financial Affairs

Bill Owen, Chairman · :51,_C-·
CWU Retirement and Insurance Committee

New CREF options:

Cashability and Transferability

�he ad hoc committee appointed last year by the CWU Retirement and
�surance Committee chairman, Bernard Martin, has comoleted its
�itial review of the issues of transferability and cashability •
.. heir interim recommendations are attached. Further detail may be
obtained from Rich Corona, a member of the ad hoc committee, or Ona
Youmans, Personnel Director.

Ms. Youmans will be attending the interinstitutional committee of
retirement and insurance officers' meeting March 15th at the
University of Washington. Please let us know if the committee's
recommendations are acceptable to you and thus can be given as the
University's position.

Thank you.

c:

Rich Corona
Ona Youmans

L.1:3

..

Central
Washington
Lfniversity
10/ 18/90

Personnel

&

Benefits

Office

Ellensburg, Washington

98926

(5091 963•1202 • Penronnel
SCAN 4S.J·1202
(509196:1-1203 • Employmenc
15091 963·1204 • eeneflcs
!5091 963·1205. safecy
i5091963•1T.l:J • FAX
SCAN 453-IT.l:J • FAX

Corranittee on CREF Options

CASHABILITY:

Prefer to remain with existing 10% transition benefit
If adding to cashable amount, prefer to stay within 20% of total accumulation
and absolutely not to exceed 50%
NO access to be given to university/state contribution
TRANSFERABILITY:

Prefer to stay with TIAA/CREF·
If transferability, restricted to specific plans (i.e. those that will
quarantee lifetime income) selected by CWU
Transfer would be limited to a certain percentage (20� preferred by not to
exceed SO�) and would only be allowed at time of retirement, termination
of emoloyment, or after a certain age (55?)
If emoloyee transfers, it cancels eligibility for suoplementation

. ,,
Ken Eikenberry

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON
Washington State University• 436 French Administration Bldg. • Pullman, WA 99164-1044
(509) 335-2636 • Scan 426-2636
- --,.
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M E M O R A N D U M
March 14, 1992

TO:

\ ,'

.......

I

•

=··., .. ,,

.:.. _·_, 'I

. ..

ERNEST RENFRO
I Interim
Vice President--Business and Finance
BENNING JENNESS
Director of Benefit Services
LYNDA BROWN
Assistant Vice President--Human Resource Services

FROM:

PAUL TANAKA
Senior Assistant Attorney General

SUBJECT:

Authority to Permit Cashability and
Transferability

You have requested an opinion on the permissibility
under state
law of adopting retirement
options for
cashability and transferability offered, or shortly to be
offered, by TIAA/CREF.
For the reasons given below, it is
my opinion that adopting both of these options are within
the authority granted by RCW 28B.10.400 through 431.
History.
A summary of the
legislation and implementation at
understanding of the issues:

history of retirement
is helpful to an

wsu

1937

The legislature first authorized the
regents at WSU and UW to assist faculty
(and other employees) in purchasing "old
age annuities." Laws of 1937, Ch. 223 §
1.

1947

To assure that faculty would receive an
adequate income, the legislature amended
the law to allow WSU and UW to
supplement the income from the annuity
plans. Laws of 1947, Ch. 223 § 1.

1952

CREF was added as an investment vehicle.

.

,.
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It is important to note that the law was changed in
1955 to allow for plans other than annuities. Laws of 1955,
Ch. 123, § 1.
The change implies a liberalization of the
kinds of vehicles for retirement.
A p:tan permitting cashability would not qualify as an
annuity.
The question, then, is whether a plan including
cashability could be said to be within the meaning of the
term "retirement income plan."
None of these terms is
statutorily defined. In the absence of an expression of a
different intent, statutory terms are given their ordinary
meaning. Davis v. Employment Security Dept., 108 Wn.2d 272
Therefore, it is necessary to resort to commonly
(1987).
accepted definitions, to usage in legal authorities and to
an examination of the statute as a whole.
Black's Law Dictionary defines "plan" as "a method of
design
or
action,
procedure,
or
arrangement
for
accomplishment of a particular act or object."
( 4th ed.,
1979.) This is consistent with the ordinary meaning. See,
Webster's Ninth New College Dictionary, 1988.
The purpose of the retirement program is to require
contributions by the employee and the institution to provide
income to employees upon retirement.
In the broad sense,
allowing faculty to cash their retirement to provide for
investment or other use is consistent with the ordinary
usage of the term , "plan." Cashability is one option among
several offered. The fact that it offers a high degree of
flexibility to employees is not sufficient to find that no
method has been provided for providing income upon
retirement.
"Income" is simply the "return in money from one's
business, labor or capital invested; gains, profits, salary,
wages, etc.
Black's Law Dictionary.
Again the ordinary
meaning is consistent.
See, Webster's Ninth New College
Although income often is used to denote a
Dictionary.
periodic benefit, it need not be. It is often used to refer
to the return from an investment.
In this sense, cash
received on retirement is "income."
Nothing in the terms "retirement income plan" excludes
cashability. I now turn to an examination of the retirement
provisions in Chapter 28B.10 RCW as a whole.
1

An annuity by definition includes a periodic payment.
Black's Law Dictionary (4th ed. 1979); Websters Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary, 1988.

..

.

{/
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persons who retired before July 1 of 1974 an additional
adjustment was granted. RCW 28B.10.430(1), (2) and (3).
Legislative history behind RCW 28B.10.430 indicates an
intent to provide a minimum benefit to retirees receiving
benefits at the time this provision was adopted. A document
contemporary to consideration of this section, "Facts About
House Bi'll 500" (copy attached), states:
This bill provides post-retirement increases for
members of PERS, TRS, TIAA-CREF (faculty), WSP,
and Judicial Retirement Systems.
A "Summary of Substitute House Bill 500" states:
All retirees are eligible for consideration of
this formula [the $10 per month per year of
service guarantee].
The legislature would not have described this section as a
"post-retirement" increase, nor used the term "retirees"
instead of "members," unless it was intended to apply to
persons
already
receiving
benefits.
A
one
time
appropriation was made to provide the funding for the
additional benefits. Laws of 1979, 1st Ex. Sess, Ch. 96, §
6.
In short, the language applying the guarantee to those
persons "receiving monthly benefits" is intended to restrict
applicability of the law to those persons who were retired
and receiving benefits at the time of adoption.
This interpretation can be confirmed by an examination
of the statutes governing the Teacher's Retirement System
Similar minimum guarantee provisions were adopted
(TRS).
into TRS at the same time. Laws of 1979, 1st Ex. Sess, Ch.
96, § 2. Yet the legislature did not amend the provisions
limiting cashing under TRS. RCW 41.32.497-8. The failure
to amend the cashing provisions in TRS indicates that the
change was not intended to affect future retirees.
Having reviewed the law as a whole, I conclude that
higher education retirement law, RCW 28B.10.400-431, permits
plans which include cashability of the retirement benefits.
The legislature granted broad authority to the regents and
trustees to create retirement income plans under rules and
My
regulations promulgated by the regents and trustees. 2

2
This opinion is consistent with advice given previously
by the Attorney General's Office. Memorandum from Assistant
Attorney General James Tuttle to Jean Heath, dated January
18, 1991, and Memorandum from Assistant Attorney General

..
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cast on the University if poor choices are made.
Although
the degree of flexibility offered through these options is a
policy decision, institutional and employee risks are
reduced as transferability and cashability are restricted.
The University should be conscious of the risks, and
consider measures to manage them if cashability and
transferability options are adopted.
Such measures include
written acknowledgment by the employee that he or she
assumes the responsibility for transfer and cashing;
advising employees to seek competent and independent
financial
advice;
spousal
consent
to
cashing
and
transferring; and waiting periods before cashing takes
place. The University should not have its agents providing
financial advice.

Paul Tanaka
enc
cc:

Sally Savage
Lloyd W. Peterson
Richard M. Montecucco

Central
Washington
University

Department of Computer Science
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-1495

RECEIVED

MAY 6 1992
TO:

FROM:
DATE:

Faculty Senate

----fo ,

CAA.I FACULTY SEWfrt

Barry Donahue, Computer Science�)frJ/

May 4, 1992

I would like to resign from the Professional and Retraining Leave
Committee prior to the coming academic year.

Central
Washington
University

Office of the Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs
208A Bouillon
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-1400

May 11, 1992

Rr.?.'CEIVED

MAY 1 1 1992

c,MJ FA.CULTV SUU\Tt
Dr. Charles L. McGehee
Faculty Senate Chair
Campus
Dear Dr. McGehee:
Recently the Deans' Council reviewed data presented by Dean Stacy regarding grade distribution.
Last fall I shared with the faculty during the all faculty meeting and with the Faculty Senate that data
about grades given spring quarter, 1991 (over 1/3 of the grades given were A's). I request that the
Senate Executive Committee ask the appropriate senate committee to review grade reports for the
past several years and determine whether or not there is a problem and, if so, make recommenda
tions of possible steps which could be taken. I would be happy to discuss this with you in any
faculty group.
Sincerely,

d�esman
Interim Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs

PR\192.194

Central
Washington
University

Office of Graduate Sludies
and Research
Bouillon 207C
Ellensburg, Washingion 98926
(509) 963-3101
SCAN 453-3101

May 11, 1992
M E M O R A N D U M
TO:
FROM:
RE:

.

�c

Charlie McGehee
· Ray R1znyk , ,

Faculty Res arch Committee Rebuttal

Attached is a memo I drafted with the Committee's assistance. I
hope it puts to rest the accusations and ill will that seemed to
have arisen this year over the faculty research leave awards.
The consensus of the Committee is that Warren street's
resignation is totally unacceptable. It is felt that those who
desire to serve on the committee go through the normal process of
appointment instead of "brow-beating" the membership into
compliance. The whims of a small, vociferous group should not
coerce the Faculty Senate into making appointments without due
process.

Central
Washington
University

Office of Graduate Studies
and Research
Bouillon 207C
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-3101
SCAN 453-310!

April 30, 1992
M E M O R A N D U M
TO:
FROM:
RE:

Bill Dunning, Art
Phil Garrison, English
Mark Halperin, English

��L---

Members of the Faculty Research Committee\'[)'
Letter of April 4

I have distributed your letter to individual Faculty Research
Committee members. If your intent was to stimulate discussion
you've succeeded all too well. The Committee is also aware of
the flurry of memos between yourselves and Warren Street which
attempt to clarify the process of the selection of awardees for
research appointments. Nevertheless, the Committee specifically
requested that I clarify some misconceptions that you may still
harbor. I will respond to these possible misperceptions one-by
one.
�

You contend that only one award of 15 was granted to an
applicant from the humanities.
Fact: Of the 16 awards (one was granted after our initial
conversation), 2 are humanities-based: Christine Sutphin
(English) and Karen Blair (History). Only 5 faculty from
humanities/arts disciplines submitted proposals. The
percentage of success was 40%. In comparison, Psychology
submitted 3 proposals. Only one was funded for a 34%
success rate. One committee member is a psychologist. If
anything, the humanities fared better than psychology. This
does not support your contention of a bias against
humanists/artists in favor of other disciplines represented
on the committee.
You contend that members of the Faculty Research Committee
do not meet to discuss proposals.
Fact: Because of the large number of applications the
current system allows committee members to initially
evaluate and score proposals on an individual basis. Prior
to a discussion meeting the scores are compiled and a
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ranking established. The Committee meets and then discusses
the ranking of overall scores and reviews those proposals
that have considerable fluctuation in their individual
scores. Rankings are changed when consensus supports a
readjustment.
�

You contend that because of the constitution of the
Committee, awards are driven by discipline familiarity.
Fact:

Examine the following data:
Selected Committee
1 Biology
1 Math
1 Business Admin.
1 Psychology
1 Economics
1 Sociology
Ex-Officio
1 Biology
1 English

Awards
Natural Sciences
4
Mathematics
1
Business/Econ
3
Behavioral Science 1
Home Economics
1
Education
2
O
Foreign Lang/Comm
2
Social Sciences
2
Humanities

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

4
1
6
3
2
4
3
3
5

From reviewing this data the conclusion that can be drawn is
not bias against humanities, but simply that some areas
fared better than humanities, some worse, and that no
apparent relation with committee membership is evident.
You contend that all members of the Committee who applied
were successful.
Fact: In actuality, during the year 3 members of the
Committee applied for research leaves and only 2 were
successful. Committee members refrained from voting on any
of the proposals submitted for the quarter they requested
leave, not only their own.
�

Based upon reputation, you contend that you have
demonstrated the ability to design and organize projects of
national significance.
Fact: The Committee is not refuting this contention but all
of the other proposals we funded also demonstrated scholarly
significance at the national level.
For example, the mathematician has several prior
publications in refereed journals and has submitted several
grant proposals this year.
The scientists are actively engaged in research and have a
multitude of refereed publications. The scholarly
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significance of their work is timely and unrefuted. They
are among the most active faculty on campus as regards
publishing/research and attract extramural funding to
support their work.
Several of those we turned down also have exemplary
publication records and national reputations. Our choice is
simply not one of selecting the most prolific, but we also
take into consideration the quality of the proposal and
prior funding in an attempt to make a value judgment. We
try to support new research/scholarly initiations in
addition to more established programs. This is not an easy
task'·but we try our damnedest to be fair and consistent.
Thank you for your concern and suggestions. We plan to address
the problems and clarify the process to avoid further
misperceptions and ill will.
pc Charles McGehee

Central
Washington
University

Office of Graduate Studies
and Research
Bouillon 207C
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-3101
SCAN 453-3101

RECEIVED

April 30, 1992

MAYO 1 1992

c� FACUllY srnATE

M E M O R A N D U M
TO:
FROM:
RE:

Charlie McGehee, Chair
Faculty Senate

,z,,f____

Ray Riznyk, Chair
�
Faculty Research Committee
0

Replacement of Warren Street with Phil Garrison

There has been a continuing dialogue between Bill Dunning, Phil
Garrison and Mark Halperin with the membership of the Faculty
Research Committee. While I feel this dialogue is healthy in
assisting to "clear the air" it has come to a head in the case of
Warren Street. Warren was very perturbed by the disturbing
allegations made by the three aforementioned faculty. He wrote a
letter of rebuttal volunteering to resign if his place could be
taken by one of the three disgruntled faculty. It appears as if
his bid to step down has been challenged by Phil Garrison who is
willing to replace Warren.
(See attached memo.)
I am not familiar with the process in this situation. I guess
the Faculty Senate Executive Committee will have to wrestle with
this dilemma.
I sure would hate to lose Warren street as a committee member,
however. He has been one of the harder working individuals on
the committee and often has provided us with excellent insight
which the rest of us may have overlooked. His work is thorough
and his input and comments well-respected. His historic
perception of events and faculty is invaluable. It is my hope
that Warren reconsiders and that someone in the arts or
humanities is selected to replace Skip Smith (Curt Wiberg) who I
believe is at the terminus of his position.

April 27, 1992
Warren Street
Professor
Psychology
Dear Professor Street:
We do sometimes find ourselves prisoners of our own
regrettable assumptions, and the three of us were obviously
wrong in one of ours. That is exactly why we accepted the
courteous invitation to offer suggestions regarding the
selection process, so we could initiate an exchange designed
to clear up faulty assumptions on both sides.

)

In direct reply to your letter of April 14, we are sorry if
we cast aspersions on your honor; it was not our intent to
question anybody's honor, but rather to make suggestions
about the process. We did (while laboring under the
misapprehension that co-ittee mellbers aaking application
for grants also voted on their competition) say it must have
been a temptation to rank the competition lower. We
certainly did not mean to imply it was a done deed by any
individual. Temptation and deed are entirely different
matters. We were speaking to what we perceived as a
conflict of interest inherent in the co-ittee structure.
We tried to be careful to make no accusations about specific
individuals.
While it's true I have known Qf. you for the 1-ast fifteen
years, our acquaintance--if I remember correctly--has been
limited to three or four brief greetings in passing and one
cursory debate in John Agars' office. Yet I can certainly
empathize with your frustration if you felt your history
counted for so little in the view of your colleagues;
perhaps you, in turn, aight feel some empathy for our
perception that our own past accoaplishlllents appear to count
for nothing, in spite of recent national distinction.
In this age of poststructuralism and reader response theory,
it comes as no surprise that each reader generates a unique
and unpredictable interpretation, but we intended no
derogation concerning the quality of proposals other than
our own. Yet. in light of the fact that all three of us
have done aajor recent works that have gained distinction,
and were found to be competitive, on a national level, ve
found it bard to believe that none of our proposals even
came close--that our proposals were not regarded as even
slightly competitive on a local level. Far from derogating
"the quality of proposals other than our own,• we were
astonished to learn there is so much work of such high
caliber being done here. Consequently, we are interested in
learning specifically what we need to do to be competitive

Vice Provost and
.D.ean of Undergraduate Studies

Central
Washington
University

Bouillon 207 I
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-1403

Hli:MOR.ANDUN:
TO:

Charles McGehee
Chair, Faculty Senate

RECEIVED

APR 2 8 1992
�

FROM:

Connie Roberts� =k:£,/�
Acting Vice Provost and Dean
of Undergraduate studies

c:

Provost Schliesman

DATE:

April 28, 1992

SUBJECT:

Faculty Evaluation

1

CWO FACULTY SENATE

Attached is a copy of the newly adapted Policy Statement on
Faculty Evaluation from the Northwest Association of Schools and
Colleges.
Since this new standard affects faculty evaluation, you may wish
to have the code committee review the standard and determine if
any changes are necessary.

EXHIBIT 4

POUCY STATEMENT ON FACULTY EVALUATION
1
2

Policy: The Commission on Colleges will maintain general policies and guidelines on the continuing evaluation
of faculty.

3

Background and Guidelines:

4

As stated in Standard VII, the effectiveness and quality of an institution's total educational program depends

5

upon the presence of a competent faculty. Further, it is the institution's obligation in consultation with the

6

faculty, to evaluate on a continuing basis the performance of its faculty members and to provide for their

7

development.

8

9

Standard VII also calls for faculty members to be safeguarded in their exercise of academic freedom. The

10

protection of academic freedom does not lessen the need for performance evaluation of temporary or permanent

11

members of the faculty to ensure on a continuing basis the effectiveness and quality of those individuals

12

responsible for the academic program. This ongoing evaluation may take several forms, in accordance with the

!13

size, complexity and mission of the institution, including, for example, annual merit salary evaluations of a

14

significant nature, promotions and/or tenure reviews, periodic post-tenure reviews, or reviews conducted in

15

response to some institutional need. The requirement of this policy is that every faculty member at every

16

institution be subject to some type of substantive performance evaluation and review at least every third year.

17

18

In establishing a program of continuing faculty evaluation and in supporting a program of faculty

19

development, institutions shall be mindful of the following guidelines:

20

A. Institutions should develop in a collegial fashion and implement internal plans and procedures that specify

21

the process and criteria by which faculty members are evaluated on a continuous basis.

22

B. Collegial participation in faculty performance evaluation is critical in order to bring subject matter and

23

pedagogical knowledge substantively into the assessment proces. Nonetheless, it is the obligation of the

24

administration to ensure quality and effectiveness of the educational program through the evaluation of

Policy Statement on Faculty Evaluation
Second Draft, November 14, 1991
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faculty performance. At a minimum, an institution's evaluation plans must include administrative access to
2

primary or "raw" evaluation data.

3

C. Multiple indices should be utilized by the administration and faculty in the continuing evaluation of faculty

4

performance. Each of these data sources should be related to the role of the faculty member in carrying

5

out the mission of the institution. Some examples include:

6

l.

The evaluation of teaching through student, collegial, and administrative assessment.

7

2.

The evaluation of the quality of scholarly performance and/or research productivity as reflected in peer
judgments about publication and success in securing external funding.

8
9

3.

The evaluation of service to the profession, school and community.

10

D. Where deficiencies in a faculty member's performance are identified, the faculty member is responsible for

11

remediating the deficiencies, and the institution is expected to assist through development opportunities.

12

Evaluation cannot be separated from remedial action.

13
14

To conclude, the requirement for the continuing evaluation of faculty performance is to be accomplished through

15

the joint efforts of faculty and administration. The retention of a competent faculty helps ensure that the mission

16

of a postsecondary educational institution is being accomplished in a manner consistent with its accredited

17

status.

Policy Statement on Faculty Evaluation
Second Draft, November 14, 1991
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Central
Washington
University

Faculty Senate
Bouillon 240
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-3231

TO:

SENATE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE:
Andrea Bowman, Education (CHAIR)
Peter Burkholder, Philosophy
Ken Hammond, Geography
Gary Heesacker, Accounting
Jan Rizzuti, Math
Chip Simmons, ASCWU/BOD

FROM:

Charles McGehee, Chair
Faculty Senate

DATE:

May 13, 1992

RE:

General Education Program

Attached is a May 13, 1992 memo from Connie Roberts, Dean of
Undergraduate
Studies,
regarding
policy
changes
recently
recommended by the General Education Committee.
I understand that the Academic Affairs Committee has scheduled a
meeting for May 14, but the Senate's May 20 agenda will be in the
mail by the time the Academic Affairs Committee meets on these
proposals and makes its recommendation to the Executive Committee.
For this reason, the text of the proposed changes as recommended by
the General Education Committee will be placed verbatim on the
Senate's May 20 agenda. If the Academic Affairs Committee approves
the changes as printed (or with minor modifications), they can then
be considered by the Senate on May 20.
If the Academic Affairs
Committee does not approve the changes, then Andrea Bowman may
withdraw the proposed changes from consideration at the May 20
Senate meeting.
Please be aware that there will be only one more chance for
consideration by the Faculty Senate this year: June 3, 1992. The
Executive Committee strongly recommends that the Academic Affairs
Committee contact Connie Roberts and/or David Anderson, Math (Chair
of the General Education Comrnittee) immediately if you have any
concerns or questions about the proposals.
sft (c:\WP51\COMMITTE\GENED.AA)

·•
Vice Provost and
Dean of Undergraduate Studies

Central
Washington
University

Bouillon 207 I
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-1403

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Charles McGehee
Faculty Senate Chair

FROM:

Connie Roberts
Acting Vice Provost and Dean
of Undergraduate Studies

DATE:

May 13, 1992

SUBJECT:

Motions from the General Education Committee

,.�--.

c!M�. :.&J:.o_,,;

As we discussed this morning, I would like to have these
motions placed on the Senate agenda for May 20. Andrea Bowman,
Chair of Academic Affairs Committee, will bring these items to the
committee on Thursday, May 14; if they do not support the motions,
they will withdraw them from the agenda on May 20. By expediting
the process, Charlie, these motions can be debated on May 20. If
additional information is needed and the motions are tabled,
action can be taken at the June 3 Senate meeting.
The following motions need to be considered by the
senate as recommendations from the General Education Committee:
1.

Recommend approval of TH 101 as General Education course in
the Arts and Humanities Breadth requirement.

2.

Recommend eliminating TH 363.1, 363.2, and 363.3 from the list
of courses that satisfy the Arts and Humanities Breadth
requirement.

3.

Recommend reducing the Basic English requirement from three to
two courses by eliminating Eng 301 as a requirement.

4.

Recommend that the minimum requirement for any Breadth area
should be fourteen credits, but the minimum total
Breadth requirement should be forty-four credits.

5.

Recommend to allow only up to five credits between Philosophy
and Religious studies courses to apply to Breadth
requirements under special rule 2 in the 1991/93 General
Catalog.

GENED

Central
Washington
University

·vlce Provost and
Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Bouillon 207 I
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-1403

MEMORANDUM

FROM:

senators and Guests of t�e �t�
.
Connie Roberts �� · �a/
Acting Vice Provost and Dean
of Undergraduate Studies

DATE:

May 18, 1992

SUBJECT:

Talking memo regarding the Senate Meeting, May 20:
Elimination of ENG 301

TO:

The following is an addendum to provide information for Motion
No.3 under the Academic Affairs section, Faculty Seante May 20,
1992 agenda.
Recommendation:
The General Education Committee recommends reducing the Basic
English requirement from three to two courses by eliminating Eng
301 as a requirement.
Rationale:
A few years ago, we appointed a Speaking and Writing Across the
Curriculum director and began working to infuse more speaking and
writing into the upper division major courses. The idea is that
those courses are smaller and filled with students who know more
about the subject matter; therefore, the upper division courses
provide a better setting for emphasis on writing and speaking.
Dean Cummings suggests that there is no evidence that a 9-credit
comp requirement is $49,600 (current expense of Eng. 301) more
effective than a 6-credit one would be.
The University of Washington has been investigating this very
problem during this-· past year.
'if'hefr" findings indicate the
following conclusion:
We conclude that the requirement to take
isolated writing and reasoning courses has
failed to produce the desired proficiencies
for many of our students.
The existing
requirements wrongly assume that learning is
a collection of i n d ependent pieces of
knowledge that can be taught in isolation and
Quite to the contrary,
out of context.
current educational theory maintains that

learning involves making inferences,
connecting ideas and constructing meaning.
Thus, critical thinking is required at all
phases of learning and should be incorporated
into every course, not relegated to an
isolated math or writing course. A corollary
of this premise is that learning should take
place within a specific context. Writing and
critical thinking must be embedded within the
These
context of use, within a discipline.
skills should be stressed and evaluated in all
courses and especially emphasized within the
major.
This conclusion supports the recommendation herein presented. Dean
Cummings suggested in his comments to the President at the budget
hearing recently that we could move the content of 301 into 102
and at least part of the content of 102 into 101.
Some feasible benefits that might result from eliminating Eng 301
are:
Encourage more systematic and demanding writing in
1.
the major.
Small intimate classes in the majors allow for
2.
teaching writing to a more mature and ready audience who
have acqurred a specific l<.nowredge base�3.

Considerations for Implementation:
If this recommendation is adopted, a variety of implementation
plans would need to be discussed and refined. The following are
a few approaches which have been identified:
1.

A faculty development program would allow faculty an
opportunity to develop strategies for teaching critical
thinking skills (a goal of Eng. 301) and to learn the
methodology for teaching and evaluating writing skills.

2.

Assess what departments are currently doing to meet the
intent of Eng. 301 in their upper-division courses.

3.

Outline alternative ways of meeting the intent of
Eng. 301.

Strategies for implementing the motion:
1.

The department may choose to continue Eng. 301 as
a graduation requirement. No change from the
existing structure.

2.

The department may decide that they currently meet the
intent of Eng. 301 and no additional work is necessary.

They can demonstrate that their upper-division course(s)
clearly meets the intent of Eng 301.
3.

The department may develop a 3-credit intensive writing
course for their majors, perhaps as part of their end
of-program assessment and tie it in with the speaking
and writing across the curriculum effort.
These 3
credits could be added to, rather than subtracted from,
the present major requirements, since they would have
been dropped from the General Education requirement.

4.

The department may choose to develop intensive writing
standards and objectives and add a 3-credit course in
the major and phase out the Eng 301 requirement.

5.

The department may decide to enter a collaborative
teaching arrangement and link the Eng. 301 course with
This
an upper-division course required in the major.
arrangement would allow for the students to read much of
the same material in Eng 301 as is also required in the
major course and the professors would collaborate on the
writing assignments and the strategy for accomplishing
the critical thinking elements of both courses.

6.

We will also soon have an intermediate writing
assessment in place, so that those juniors required to
do remedial writing would be identified and perhaps
handled by having them work in the Academic Skills
Center with a tutor on a writing assignment defined by
their major department, again tying it with the writing
across the curriculum program.

7.

Other options may be available which have not yet been
identified.

Questions to be Answered:
1.

If passed, when will the motion become effective?

2.

What is the timeline for implementing the alternatives?

3.

When will the faculty development program be developed?

ADDrrIQNAI,SUGGESTIONS
We're Central To Your Future
For Success, Education Is Central
Knowledge Is Central To Your Future
Central: A Colorful University
Central: Celebrating The Individual
The Bridge To Your Future Starts At Central
Movin' On With Central
CWU: Great Beginnings
Central: For Responsible, Educated, Caring Citizens
Central - Quality Education
Central - Second Century Of Quality
Leaming Is Central
We're Central To Your Education
CWU: All That We Can Be
Learning For A Lifetime: The Central Quest
CWU: Where Knowledge is the Central Idea
Central: Where Your Future Begins
Central: Your Success Is Our Most Important Product
Central To Washington
Central: A New Attitude Is Happening
Your Future Begins at Central
�ntral �hingtonJJJii versity
C,ome ID th ll.,
C.IDiat's l!p (at CWU)
Enter To Gain Understanding, Leave To Contribute
CWU: New Beginnings
Students Are The Central Focus
Vision Without Limits
Central: A Vision of the Future Through Education
Central - ly Focused
CWU: A Vision Beyond The 20th Century
A Lifetime of Learning Begins At Central
Learning For Pleasure and Profit at Central
Leaming For The Future At Central
Central To You
New Beginnings
The Second One-Hundred Years
Make Us Central To (In) Your Future
Central: Education For a Dynamic and Diverse World
Centralized Learning
Central To Your Knowledge
Excellence Is Central
Central: The Axis Of Life
Central: A Rainbow To Your Horizon
CWU: Century of Service
Central: Where You Share In Building The Future
Our Traditions Build Your Future
Central: A Progressive University
CENTRAL In Your Life
CENTRAL On Your Mind

THEMEVOTING (222 ballots recei vcd)
-1.l

CENTRAL: Majoring in Knowledge

....]S)_

CENTRAL: A Bridge To Your Future

_:J..

It's All Happening At CENTRAL

_.i

CENTRAL: Thinking Beyond The Norm

_fi.l

(

CENTRAL To Your Future
.::

How abom these
Central:
Central:
Central:
Central:

It's Not So Bad
The Bridge That Fell
Majoring In Fun
The Party School That's Only Half
As Far As Wazzu
Can We Woo You To CWU
Central: Back To The Future

(
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: cm1-t1iamwiis
PROGRAM ADDITION

FOODSERVICE MANAGEMENT MAJOR

(

I

The Bachelor of Science in Foodservice Kana&ement prepares students to becoae
managers of food services in a variety of settings including institutions such
as hospitals1 retirement homes, care centers, alcohol and drug treatment centers
university aining services, public schools, and restaurants, Students wili
consult with a major advisor concerning elective course selections.

Credits
Core Courses
ACCT 301, Financial Accounting Analysis (Hay be satisfied with
ACCT 251 and 252 Financial Accounting I and II)
5
ADOH 202B, Microcomputer Applications•• , .•.•.•.
3
ADOH 385, Business Communications and Report Vriting
5
HI<T 360, �rinciples of Marketing .••. , . ,
5
HI<T 380, Organizational Management • .
••. ,
5
• ••.
HGT 381, Management of Buman Resources...•
5
ECON 201, Principles of Economics Micro....
5
. , ••
BOEC 490, Cooperative Education..... . . . • ••
6
4
BOFN 140, Introduction to Foods ..•..••. • .
.
BOFN 240, Quantity Food Production and Service••..
4
HOFN 245, Basic Nutrition•.•••• ••••. ••
3
BOFN 340, Management of Food Resources•••
• , •
3
BOFN 448, Food Service Systems Management.•.•
4
Subtotal
57
Select at least 18 credits from the list below to be used for elective credits
within the major.

ADOH
HKT
HGT
ECON
FIN
BOFN
HOFN
SEO
LCH

201,
462,
486,
202,
370,
345,
440,
180,
386,

Introduction to Business .•... •
Marketing Promotion Management . , •
Problems in Buman Resource Management
Principles of Economics Macro •••
Introductory Financial Management•
Developmental Nutrition •• . •••• , •
Experimental Foods ••••.• ••
Principles of Accident Prevention
Occupational Safety and Health

3
5
4
5
5
3
5
3
3

18
75

�m'B'tiBW��
��;<'*���j
COURSE ADDITION
soc 464. Applied Data Analysis (3). Prerequisite, soc 364 or
equivalent. Application of statistical methods to the analysis
of social data and statistical computing. Two hours lecture and
two hours laboratory per week.

January 16, 1992
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THEATRE ARTS
COURSE CHANGE/ADDITION
AS IT APPEARS

AS IT APPEARS
DR 269. Basic Acting Techniques (4). Theory and practice of the essentials of
the craft.

PROPOSED
DR 269. 1, 269.2, 269.3. Basic Acting Techniques (4,4 t4). Courses to be taken in
sequence or vith permission of instructor. Theory ana practice of the essentials
of the craft, including physicalization, subtext, objectives, and beginning
character and play analysis. DR 269.1 same as DR 269. Student may not receive
credit for both.

AS IT APPEARS
DR 369. Advanced Acting Technique (4). Prerequisites, DR 107 and DR 269 or
permission ot instructor. Character interpretation through
scene and script
analysis.

'

PROPOSED
DR 369,1, 369.2, 369.3, Intermediate Acting Techniques (4,41 4). Courses to be
taken in sequence. Prerequisites DR 107 and 12 hours of DR 2b9 or the equivalent
number of basic or intermediate acting courses or consent of instructor.
Student should enroll concurrently in DR 242 or DR 142. Character interpretation
and scene study through script. analysts and scene work on reali_stic .twentieth
century scripts. DR 369..-t:same· JS:PJl:)69. · St.udent aay not .s:.ec�lve::.credit f.or�;[je-''
both. Four hours lecture and two ho.urs.-laborato.ey per .week.. :-:.:,:c:. ,,,,,,.:_ • :..: >" ,._ .._.,._ ,1· · ..
AS IT APPEARS
,.
DR 469. Acting Styles (4). Prerequisites, DR 107 and DR 269 or consent of
instructor.
Styles and techniques of historical periods, e.g., Greek,
Elizabethan, Restoration, etc.

PROPOSED
DR 469.1, 469.2 469.3. Advanced Actil!I (4,4,4). Courses to be taken in
sequence.Prerequisites, DR 242 and DR 342, _plus a minimua of 12 hours of DR 369
or the equivalent number of intermediate level acting courses, or consent of
instructor.
Textual analysis and practice in the techniques of speaking
"heightened• languaget primarily ShaKespearean verse. Plays from the Greek,
Roman Restoration ano other historical dramatic periods are also included.
1 saae as DR 469. Student may not receive credit for both. Four hours
DR 46�.l
lecture and two hours laboratory per week.

February 6, 1992
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COURSB ADDITIONS
FNLA 296. Individual Study (l-6). Automatic approval.

ll'ORRIGN STUDIES PRKFIX

FNST 111, 112, 113. First Year Foreign Language (3-5). Offered only in study
abroad programs. Courses must be taken in sequence, although a student may
enroll in more than one at a time in the case of intensive courses. May be
repeated for credit in different languages. Interested students should contact
the Foreign Language Department or the Office of International Programs.

FNST 211, 212, 213. Second Year Foreign Language (3-5). Offered only in study
abroad programs. May be repeated for credit in different languages.

FNST 311, 312. Third Year Language (3-5). Offered only in study abroad programs.
A study of grammar, conversation and/or composition at the third year level. Kay
be repeated for credit in different languages.
FNST 411, 412. Fourth Year Language (3-5). Offered only in study abroad
programs. A study of grammar, conversation and/or composition at the fourth year
level, Hay be repeated for credit in different languages.

FNST 310. Culture and Civilization (3-5). Offered only in study abroad programs.
Major aspects of the culture, philosophy and vay of life of the host country will
be emphasized, May be repeated for credit.
FNST 413. Literature (3-5). Offered only in study abroad programs. An in-depth
study of one or more authors, periods or genres of the literature of the host
country. Hay be repeated for credit.

(

,

March 5, 1992
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:P.,.Y.-1

fflik ADDITIONS
..�»'.,:.'H/..

KUS 213. Flute Choir (1). Prerequisites, previous experience in flute performance
and permission of instructor.
Kay l>e repeated for credit.
Two hours of
rehearsal per week plus a ll scheduled rehearsals and performances. For freshmen
and sophomores.
KUS 413. Flute Choir (1). Prerequisites, previous experience in flute performance
and permission of instructor.
Kaf 1>e repeated for credit.
Two hours of
rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. For juniors
and seniors

C

KUS 513. Flute Choir (1). Prerequisites, previous experience in flute performance
and permission of instructor.
May De repeated for credit.
Two hours of
rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. For graduate
students. - . -------===..=-.
- - - . ----- ---KUS 380. Music History Review (3). A review of the material presented 1n-the
required undergraduate ausic history sequ ence.
Specifically intended for
The final exam vill be equivalent to the graduate music
graduate students.
Hay not be used to satisfy upper-division
history diagnostic examination.
__
_____
__________ _
_JI_E.dergrad�ate or graduate degree requirements.
HUS 426. Literature (Studio) (3). Prerequisite, permission of instructor.
Literature related to the specific applied area for teaching and performance
purposes.
B. Brass
A. Piano
B. Voice
F. Organ
Strings G. Percussion
D. Voodwinds
B. Guitar

c.

J "-

.

PROGRAM CHANGE
AS IT APPEARS

PROPOSED

Keyboard or Guitar Performance Major

MUS 104, Introduction ID Musical Srudics
MUS 144, 1,s. 146, First Ycu Theory
MUS 244, 7AS, l46. Second Y=r Theory
MUS 280, 2$1, 282 Music History
MUS 340,440 Analytic.al Techniques I aod D
MUS 341. 342 Conducting I and D
MUS. Appro\'Cd ensembles, 10 iDclude 6-12 crtdin
in largemscmble(s) and 9-15 aedits i:D dmabc:r
ensembles and accompanying {mini.mom « 4
mditsea:h.
MUS 164--464 Majlr Pmonnance Aiea
(Individual lnstructioo)
MUS 430, Sll'\'Cy oC Keyboard Music
MUS 425, i'wgOI)' in lhe major an:a
MUS 343, Comuupoint I
Music EJectives

r·

Keyboard or Guitar Performance Major

3

9

9
u
6
6

21

36
3
3
3
12
123

MUS 104, Introduaicll 10 Masical Sllldies
MUS 144, 14S, 146, Finl Year Theory
Ml.JS l44, 7AS, 246, Secood Yt.ar'JbearJ
MUS 280, 281, 282 Music: Biaory
MUS 340,440 Analytical Tcdmlques I and D
MUS 341, 342 Conducting I -S D
MUS • ApproYCd cnsm1bk.$, ID include 6-12 credits
iD large cnsem bl,:($) aod 9-15 credits in chamber
ai=blcs and a:oxupanying {minimum m. 4
ar:dilse.adl.
MUS 164-464 Majer� Affll
(Individual l'.nstnl:lilD)
MUS ,26A. or H, Ultrabrre {Sltldlo)
MUS '2.SA, Pcdagoa (Shulio)
MUS 343, Counlapoinl I
Mm:ic Eloc1.ives

''3
ll
'
6

21
36

l
3
3
n -
m
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MUSIC CONTINIBD
AS IT APPEA.�S

Percussioa Perfortm!lce i..tijor

Perrussica

MUS 104. � 10 M.mcal Snxfic:s
MUS 144, l(S, 146. rD3l Yer 1be:caJ
MUS l4-4, 24S, 2A6. Scaxid Yearllla:rJ
MUS 280. 211. 282 Music lhory
MUS 340.. Alll1ytical Tcchni,;ue3
MUS 341.3'C2Coxluctins I Ind Il
MUS 343. � I
MUS - � mscmblcs. 1:i include l0-I2cg,mm
(20,2A aafits) in brge=nbk:(� -16-nD
acdia ii dl:aa.ba- erueatles..
MUS 164--16'. J.bj:x Pmcmanoe A."0- Pac.uam
To iDc:lude3P1f:tS (3-'iamrs)oCL�
at the ITI er 164 le\,d. Smdcms d=nonm::muc
hipe:r Jc,d p:o6cieooc:s may sul!si111te fimncpc,CUSSaii SQdies.
Mu.sic Electna

S,trini Ptrf'onnance Major

r
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MUS 104. i.coda::tioD 10 Mi.sial $uiies
MUS 1'4. US. 1.46. Finl YCD" Dray
MUS 244. l'S, 2C6. Second Year Doay
ws m 211. m Mus;ic EistorJ
rus ;co. A.uJy6:al T�
MU S 34 I. 3oCl Ca:dJC:oo& r arid U
MUS 343. Oxm&ap:lillt I
MUS • Appvved emcmbks, to indiJd: 10. IT ipmz:s
(»2A cmfizs) ii brpe:z=blc.$-16-,:Jt'•
cndia ii cbmber cnsecbles..
MUS 164--&64, Mq;r Ptrl'omance AD
Masic EkaMs

3
t
t
t2
3
6
3
30

3'
.U
I23

PROPOS=Il

Performance Major

MUS 104.llooda::tioo 10 MmicaJ Slides
MUS 144.. M5.. 1"6, Finl Yea 'Ibccry
MUS244.>l5..2,46,SccondYa11brcry
MUS280.Jll.282Masa:BisaorJ
MUS 340..Aaal,ucal Tec:hD.qics
MUS 34 l,}Q uiodacuic lad D
MUS 3.cl. °**=rpoiDl I
MUS - � cnsuotb, a, incJude JO.J2 �
(20-:M mdils) ill larzc C!IEIDblc(� md &.•
�ildiamberffl<l'JDbles
MUS 1� Ml>Y � l,rQ.. Ptrcusmr
MUS 425'i PMa&oU (Stadlo)
Music Electives

-Sirin,

3
t
f
12
3
6
3
JI

»

(

6

m

Jaformance �!Jjor

3
t
t

a

l
6
l

30
36
Jl

m

Vocal ·perfOl'1Il2Dce Major
Prior' a, die m:ammcnt rL MUS 6, die- .mw:a llDll!il
drmonslla ampi:tcncy in F«nc:h a Gcrman mlll 11> k
sac:a::s:dDI c:cmpktioa dfn:xb llllf G::maLl253

Vocal Perr� Major
Priar11 k MPire:ncat «MUS '6l. lhe !IDd:lt am.
dcmoasua cxnp::seacya msd andG:nnmqall .,.
sucte:s:sfd aapk:::ioa olFrad and Ga:nan I.Sl.

MUS IOI, 1lll0dDaioo 10 V..usical $tidies
MUS 14'. MS, 1"6. Ftrsa Yt:Jr Thc2y
MUS2'4,)15,2"6.Sec:ondYCll'n.:.y
MUS 280. 211. 232 MIISic: HiSl0ly
MUS 3'0. Alia1yu:al Tec:bmtues
MUS 34 I. 3(2 Cmcb::ting I m II.
MUS 343. � I
MUS.� cmaubles.10 indul% l0-1� �
(l0-2'f � ii age c:nscmhlc,; 311d 5i-1L
credits ii cmmbcr erucnblcs.
..WS 164-464, Majer Pcrlo::nana: � • Vaii::r
MUS 451. IICl'odac:tioa 10 Sclo Vod. u�
MUS 425.R. Pcdagq:y (SIICio) Va::
MusicEJcaiwa

MUS 104. �., Mi:sica1 Siadcs
MUS 1<44., MS, M6, Fa Yea Tbcory
MUS 24-4..>lS.. � Sccacd Yt.ar111mJ
MUS 2IIO. 211, 212 Mmi: His1ory
MUS340,Aa1ytia1T�
MUS 341, 1C2 Owc1er:tms Jal D
MUS 343, � I
MUS - � c::nscmb1es. IJ include 10-12 �
(20,2A cxdirs) m WI' =blc(i;J and&, •
crcdisildlaab«emcalllc:s._
MUS 1� Map l'ah
Aft:a -Vaia
MUS 420. Lilentse (Studio)
MUS 42il.� {Stadio) Voice
MmicE:lraioa

3
t
t
12
3
6
l
30
36
3
3
i

m

3'!
3'
3
l
f
IZ

W'md Paformance lf.ajoc

Wind Pmormance lfajar
MUS IOI, llooduc:ziao IO Musial S:Ddics
MUS 144, 14.S. 1"6, Ftrsa Year Dc:rJ
MUS >44, >U, 2A6. SCCOII! Yt.-'Da:aJ
MUS 280, 2!1, 212 MIISC B'.islorJ
MUS 340. AmJy,a Tccm:iques
MUS 341, )(l Coodocting I aiid •
MUS 3-0, Co...M:ip.,i.at I
MUS-� emcmblcs.10 iadraiic 10-�qan::s:
(20-2.4 Cffl!ib) ia � cn.scm6ic.:4 and �11
Qmils ii �cmemblc:s.
Mt.JS 164--C6(. Majer �OOI1311CS AlZa
MUS 4Slor03. WoodTl"ild or &zi:r.ulerallne
-�
Music Elcaiwa

-·IC

l
t
t
12
3
6
l

3
t
t
12
3
6
3
3D
36
3
!
123

MUS 104,. ilDodc,ctioa ID Wm:al Sll6es
MUS 14C, MS. M6, Fim Yea l1leuy
MDSJ4C,,CS.>16,SccmdTc:.-lmyMUS 2IIQ, :ai. 212 Wait 11sai11y
MUS 340. .AaJytical Tcct.iip:a
MUS 341.1C2CmcfeniasladD
MUS 343, Coumctpoia I
MUS· An-a! msr:ntb, ll iDcb!c 10-12 �
(20-:M c=ils) ill a,e
Sid�
C:Rdisildlaibcreaii:atb.
MUS� WajorPtrla.m:,e ,_
MUS 42SI w E,. � (Stwdio)
MUS 421'1 w E,. 1..iknm� �dio)
Mmcna.-

easembc<*

l
t
t
tZ
l
,
3
3l
ll
J
J
1
C3

(
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l'Dlmfc.N">DNGU.ltl'S

The .foiiowing statement was a�proved to be inserted in the catalog under Foreign
Languages immediately after the reserve courses:
Study Abroad
language
Courses with FNST prefixes in beginning, intermedicate and advanced
and
ion
(310)
civilizat
and
culture
411-412),
311-312,
2I1,-2l3,
(111-113,
n
connectio
in
only
available
are
and
literature (413) are not offered on campus
al
Internation
contact
information
further
For
s.
Program
Abraod
wfth Study
Programs or the �oreign Language Department.
:1'1:¥.tnn\'i'iu,·-·it""·a:-aTuc:$,i.'l�f��

ra�·:.�:cBANGBJ��,,"'P.UY.Al$
AS IT APPEARS
Earth Science Major
This major is for those who intrnd to teach in secondary
schools. It does not mnstitute preparation for a career in geolo
gy. Senior and junior high school tacheff should acmmpany
this major with another endorsable ara to obtain certification.

(

ConCounes
GEOL 145, Physical Geology_______
_.......4
GEOL 145.1, Physical Geology Laboratoty---··---·.. ···--·1
GEOL 146, Historic.al Geology
·---·-·-·---·-.......5
GEOL 340, Introduction to Petrology ____.............. -...5
GEOL 346, �ogy 1---·-----·-........... 4
GEOL 347, Mineralogy ll-------·-··--··......4
GEOL 360, Field and Structure---·
____,_..___..5
GEOL 386, Geomorphology--·----·------··-5
GEOL 389, Field GeoJogy _________, __
,. .....4
Total

37

Other Requiffmenb
CHEM 111 and 111.1 OR
CHEM 181 and 181.1 ___,_________,_,.5
GEOL 350, Northwest Geology ___,
······-·--·····-·.3
GEOG 388, Oimatology,_._..______ ---······---········.5
PHYS 201, The Sky ____............... -...----·-·-··-·...........5
SCED 324, Science Education in Seconduy School ....... -.........5

(

Total

23

Total

60

..
(
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18.tc.omlNWUll
Earcb Science Jlajor
Thia major b for those 1'1bo intend to teach in second.arv
schools. Ic does not constitute preparation for a career in
&eology. Senior and junior hi;h school tuchers should accol:lpanv
this l!lajor with another endorsable area to obtain certification:
Core Courses
CEOL
CEOL
CEOL
CEOL
CEOL
CEOL

(

CEOL
GEOL
CEOL
CI:OL

145, 'Physical Ceo logy
145.1, Physical Geolo&y Laboratory
146, Historical Geology
340, lntrociaction co Petrology
346, Mineralogy
347. Cryaul Chemistry/Optical
filneralosy
360, Stmc:taral Geo1oav and Field Methods
380, Environmental Geology
3&6, Ceomorpbolosy
389, Field Ceolo&Y
Total

s
s
s
s

4

40

Other Requirements
Chee 11 1 •nd 111.l OR
CHE?t 181 -and 181.1
GIOL 350, l·lortbven Ceoloty
GEOG 388, Climatology
PHYS 201, The Sky
SCED 324, Science Education in the
Seccndary School
Total
Total

s
s
s
5

23
63

Oceanography is covered in GEOL 145, GEOL 146, and GEOG 388.
THEATRE ARTS

COURSE ADDITIONS
TB 101. Appreciation of Theatre (3). Vieving, discussing, and evaluating live
theatre productions.

TB 370. Advanced Theatrical Makeup (3). Prerequisite, TH 270 or permission of
instructor. Life masks, latex pieces, prosthetics, bald caps, ventilating and
dressing hair pieces, and other three dimensional makeup effects.
TB 430. Playwright's Vorkshop (4). Prerequisite, TB 330 or permission of
instructor. Practice in dramatic writing through staged reading or workshop
production of an original vork. Hay be repeated for credit to a maximum of eight
credits.

The BA in Theatre Arts--General Studies; Secondary Education;and Theatre Arts Minor:
approval by the University Professional
Secondary or Grades 4-12 were passed pend;lnS
l.
Counci
Education

April 2, 1992
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THEATR.If AR"rS: CONT"iNira.D
PROGRAM CHANGE
AS IT APPEARS

11-.e drama program provides students with academic and
craft coun;es in theatre arts, and practicum.experiences in the
atrical productions as acton;, directors, managers, dt$igners,
end technicians. Students are prepared fOf' c:a.rcers as leachen
&od practitiol\€'.J-& f the theatrical arts. The pl'Ogram also serves
t;.ef\e.Jal inc, - l ·ivases for students l)'l,)joring in other disciplineS-

B�chelor Of Arts
General Major
L Jlequi..n-<l Courses

C

DR 107, Introduction to Drama -·---··--·----·----5
DR 166, 'I'Mory or Pl.ay Production --·---·---..---•
DR 242. Voice I .......-----··-····-·-·-----·--···---··
DR 267, Scene Tedmology ____ .....---···--··-·-·"
DR 269, Basic Acting Techniques ___...._______4
DR 293,393,493, Theatre Production Laboratory ,__.. _....-9
DR 329, Oirectirig and Producing the P1ay ___________--5
DR 363.1 History of Theatre ______________,. ___... 4
DR 373, American Drama ·-··---·-------·······-.... 4
DR 495, Senior Project --·--···--·--·---·····-...2�
1

Taul 4.H9
0. Aru of Emphasis; A minimum of 19 credits from one of
the following ucu:
A- Actin& and Di.red:ing
DR 252... Stage Movement -·---··-·-·---·•
DR 3-U. Voice n --------�·-·-..-----·
DR 369, Advanced Acting--·-----·---·-·
OR 429, Advanced Directing ______-3
DR 430, Stage Management _____,, ____4
DR 466, �et's Theatre ------··---..--4
OR 469, Acting Styles ____..._,.__,_...4
B. Desig;n/fechn.ic11 Thufre
DR 261, Costume Technology _..---···-----'4
DR 361, Costume Design --·-··--·--·----4
DR 366, Eements or Theatre Design and
Rend-ering Techniques ,_,___,,....._.. ,..___.....4
DR 368, Stage Lighting _____.. ,..__.._._..._...... 4
DR 461, Advanced Costume Design ....-.... -.......... 4
DR 467, &enic Design _,.____......-... .-...-...... ..5
DR 468, LigM:ing Design ,_,_,_... ,.... _.. ,..............-4

(

C. Youtli Oruna
DR 20'/, lntroduction toOuldren', Orama _--3
DR 312, Creative Dramatics in School and
Leisure ·-·-·--··--..-----···-·-···-..--·-·
DR 384, Puppetry --------·--..----··-·-·-•
DR 473, Children's Theatre ----·-·--·-......4
DR 484, Advanced Puppetry ___ ,._______,._.._4

IIL Approved Electives
Drama or re�ted rou.rses, two of which will be dramatic liter
ature courses, to bring total to 66 credits. Electives must be
approved by advisor before taking the courses.
Tot.al 66
Teaching Major- Secondary
� s-�dent should have a certifiable minor in English, rommurucallon, Language arts, or music.
Cre<lits

1=��-·- ·- · - . . . . . -. . -. . . . . .

DR 107, Introduction to Drama . . . ... ····· ·-- ..... ...... .
·
-- . . .5
DR 166 Theory ol Play Production
·--................. ......................... 4
DR 242,'Voice I ___,_, ...... ______ _ _,..,_........._.._ _ ,............4
26
_
DR 26
7 Scene
4
:
c
9
DR
Basi
4
c
270
l
DR , Theabi a
-··-···-..···-·....,..,.____
p
3
DR 293,393,493, Theatre Production Laboratory -·-··-········-·9
DR 312, Cruti"e Dramatics ---............................... -.................4
· ·
DR 329, Directin
g and Producing the Play .........-·-·--··-·-·· ......S
DR 363, Theatre History OR
DR 373, American Drama ,,_, ___,..._......................._._,.............4
DR 428,
Secondary Schools ........·-·-·-·-·····-·······
DR 4 95'
jed __,._,.______________........-----·····.2�

=

l1c.eu : ·--.. .... . .._. . . . .-.. ..........-...

:::u�

Tot.al

52-56

Drama Minor - Secondary

Credits
DR 107, Introduction to Drama .....................................-..............5
DR 166, Theory of Play Production ................................-.............4
DR 269, Basic Acting Techniques ................................................. 4
DR 312,Creative Dramatics __,................................................. 4
DR 329, Directing and Producing the Play ....... -........-.........
DR 4.28, Ora.IN in the Secondary School OR
One drrn"\iltic literature course from the followin
g:
DR 371, Greet and Roman Oram.a ................................
.............. 4
DR 373, American Draina ___,.......___..................-............... 4
DR 381, British Drama ____ _-..........-..................................... 4
DR 470, Contemporary � _,_......................, ..._..._.............4

::::::S
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CURRICULUM PROPOSALS APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE AND FORWARDED TO THE SENATE
XJiEATRB.• ARTS CONTINlf.8D

PROCRAK CHANG.&
PROPOSED

The Theatre Arts proqram offers students classroom instruction
and. ractical production opportunities in a lively and
disciplined setting. Upon co�pletion of the proqram students are
prepared to pursue theatre as a career, to teach theatre at the
secondary level, or to continue studies in a graduate program.
Students without primary inter.est in theatre arts are also
enco r&ged to parti ipate in the program. Many of. the classes
serve students majoring in oU,er disciplines.
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE .ARTS -- GENERAL STUDIES
Core program required of all majors.
'l'rI 107, J:ntroouction to Tlieatr:e
TH 166, Theory of Play Production
TH 261, Costume Technology
TH 267, Scene Technology
TH 269,1, Basic Acting
TH 293,393,493, Theatre Production Lab
TK 329, Directing I
Ta 360, Stage M.anage.Illent
TH 363.1,363.2,36J.3 Theatre History
TB 495, Senior Project
Choice: Dramatic Literature
Total ••••••

Credits
4

3
3
3
3

9
3
3

12
2
8
53

PIDS a minimum of 22 credits of approved electives of which no
�ore than 4 credits �ay be Rehearsal and Performance. Students
must select electives in consultation with their theatre advisor.
Total •••.•

75

SPECIALIZED STUDY IS AVAILABLE. TO SPECIALIZE, IN ADDITION TO
THE CORE PROGRAM ABOVE, SELECT 22 CREDITS OF APPROVED ELECTIVES
FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING A.REAS:
A.
PERFORMANCE -- Select 9 credits of acting from TH 269.2,
TH 269.3, TH 369.l, TH 369.2, TH 369,3, TH 469.1, TH 469,2,
TH 469.3; 6 credits of voice study in theatre or �usic, 3.
credits of TH 429, and 4 credits of dance,
B.
DESIGN ANO TECHNOLOGY -- Select TH 366, Tl:i 368, J credits of
drafting, drawing, or painting in Art or Industrial and
Engineering Technology, 8 credits of design selected from TH 461,
TH 467, or TH 468, and 5 credits of related courses,

c.
YOUTH DRAMA -- Select 3 credits of TH 312, 7 credits of
TH 384 and TH 484, 6 credits of TH 313 and TH 492, and 6 credits
of related courses.

(
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B>,CllELOR Of' kR'l'S IN 'l'HEATRE ARTS: SECOND.a.RY EDUC>.TION
Ci:edlts

Regui red Courses
TH
TH
ffl
'l'R

TB
TB

4
3
3

107, Introduction to Theatre
166, Theory or Play Production
261, Costume Technology
267, Scene Technology
269.1, 269.2 Basic Acting
293,393,493, Theatre Production Lab
312, Creative Dt:amatics
329, Directing I

3
6

9

3

TH
TS
m 3 3.l, 363.2 ., 363.3, Theatre
story
TB 368, Stage Lighting
TB 428, Teaching Dra.Ja.a/Sc-eeondar)' School
TB 429, Directing II
Choice: Dramatic Literature

3

8

3

4

3

0>0lce: Youth Draaa, Children's Theatre,

OJC l?',lppetry

59

Total

l

PLUS the student should have a •inor leading to endorsement in
English, colJllllunl�tion, language arts, or music, ALSO see
Onlvers ity requirements tor teacher certi f !cation.
THEATRE ARTS MINOR: SECONDARY or GRADES 4 -12 •

credits

ReQ'11red courses
TH
TS
m
TB
m
'IS
rte
•ra

107, Int.roduction to Theatre
166, Theot.-y of Play Production
261/267, CostUJQe or Scene Technology
269.1, Basic Acting

4
3
3
3

312/313,Creative Dra:ma or Children's Theatre 3

329, Directing I
293,393,493, Theatre Production Lab
'420/428, Teaching 0l."aJ11a: El .cntary or
secondary School
OlOice: Theatre History or Literature
Total •••••

':'"'BOME ECONOMICS

PROGRAM CHANGE

3
3

3-4
4
29-30

AS IT APPEARS

RQYJJYIBEl:!IS

AJrTS 130
Introd\lctlon to Cultural Anthropology
HY 101
Caneru. Peychol<>gJ
SOC 107
Principle• ot Sociology
80l"S 234
Intro to YA.milJ Studle,
BOIS/ECB 331
Child Oevelopal"..nt
PST 447
P8ychology of Adolescence
PSY 452
1,dult Develoi:ment an<1 Aging
QB with the approval of tho advleor, one of the follo....in91
- 325
Tvglng
fi'Ol!'S 435
FAJOily CGrontol091
SOC 356
Sex Role• t.n Society
Q! J>.NTH 356
Sex Rolee l..n Cros,..cult\lral Perspective
BOF'S 231
BWIIAn Sex\J&lit7
BIST lS2
Bht of American ramlly
SOC 357
Sociology of raailiea
NITH/HOFS 333
Culturo acnd Marriage
BO:FS 436
Parent-Child Relation•
Ql AHTB 336
Anthropology of Aging
tAJ 348
l'A.lllly Law
BOPS 334
Yard ly Problema
PSY 362
Basic Statistlca
28 soc 364
Data Analyele in.Sociology

gtEPIU
5
5

5
4
3
l

J-5

'3

3-5
5
3

3-4
4
3

4-5

60-66
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In •&dltio� .o H14 core, fl.111ily 11tudie1 t:,}ou uo re-.,t:·� to eelect one ot the followlnq
o�lon• a) 9-15 cre<Ht, ><lth tho 1pprove.l of the etuo:font • �dvl&or. b) A mJ.rror in one of th•
foll<>,,loq aroa•1 1U1t.hropology, gerontology, health educ&tion, hiato.y, homo 6con001ica,
lel11n.1re a.erv1.ce1, �11ychology, or 1oelology,
75

rF9Cl!Nf �s PROP9StD1
AHTlf
PST
SOC
SOYS

1)0
101
107
2H

F£E/90F"S Jll

PST 447
PST 452
SOC 356
QB. Alinl 3�6
HOFS 231
BIST 3S2
SOC 357
An!i/HOYS 333
HOFS 336
u.., HI
2S eors 439
ao,s 33•
PST

28

362

soc 36.

I:nti:oductl.on to Cultucal Anthropology
C-f.oeral Peycholoqy
Pi·lnclplos of Socloloqy
Inti·o<lucl: 1on to fa,,ily Studies
Child Dovelop,:i;oot
Psychology of Moloecenca
7, dult !)evelor,:DGot 1.11d Aglnq
Sex Roloa in Society
Sex Rolea in Cro•e•CUltural Perspective
BWA&.n SexuAl lty
'the History of the l,merican Family
�·oc1olcqy of FMl1Ues
Culture ll.l'ld >wtrria9t
Pa..rent-Child Rolatlon,
raml.ly Law
F&llll liea and P\lblic Polley
Fl,.D\.ilV Problem,
Introductory Statistic,
Oat& �n&l y tia in Soelology

CJU;DITS

(

5
5

s

4
3
3
4
4-5
4
3
5

l

3-4
4

4-5

63-66

lo addition to tho core, flUtlily &tudlee ma,ors ara c6-q\11red to eelect one of the foll°"'ln9
9-12 cre<lite with the approval of the etudent'• &dvioor. bl � a,inor Ln one of
t..be follc:Nir>g .ueA•• anthropol09y, early childhood education, gerontology, he&lth
educetlon, hlatory, home economlct, p,ychology, sociology or women atudlea.
option• &)

75

(

�l'.or.otrelt¥s.t!.m.CHS:

COURSE ADDITIONS

BISC 497. Bono1·s Thesis Jl-5), Prerequisite, admission to departmental honors
prograJB. Hay be repeate for up to a total of six credits. 'l'his course may be
substituted for BISC 499, Senior Seminar in any Biology baccalaureate program,

The above course addition approved 7-0-0.
�93. Botany Museum Techniques ( 1-5), Prerequisite, permission of instructor
�epartment chair.
Practicum in preparing, cataloging and maintaining
botanical museum specimens and displays and curating museum collections. May be
repeated for up to a total of five credits.

